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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increasing emphasis in supersonic airbreathing
propulsion. Military aircraft are being designed for sustained supersonic flight. There is
renewed interest in ramjet propulsion for missile applications at supersonic conditions.
The inlet is a major component of these airbreathing propulsion systems. For some
applications, two-dimensional inlets are supplanting the standard axisymmetric inlet. To
determine the overall performance of any propulsion system, all of the various drag
components must be properly accounted. One of the drag components attributed to
the inlet is additive drag. Determination of. additive drag iA relatively simple for an
aAisymmetric inlet or for a simplified model of a two-dimensional inlet. However,
when sidespillage of a two-dimensional inlet is Included, the determination of Inlet
mass flow and additive drag becomes complicated. This problem is considered herein.

Chapter 2 contains a review of supersonic inletr. The operation and terminology
of inlets are discussed, and additive drag Is defined. The method of streamline tracing
to determine inlet mass flow and additive drag is introduced. Chapter 3 reviews
previous investigations of spillage of two-dimensional inlets, The method of
homogeneous conical flow is introduced and extended to determine the perturbation
velocity components. In Chapter 4, this extended theory is employed in a numerical
technique for streamline tracing. A computer program is described. Applications of this
computer program are presented in Chapter 5. Mass flow determined by this method Is
compared to measured data. The program is applied to demonstrate the effects of
various inlet design variables, Most of the conclusions concerning the design of inlets is
included in this chapter, Chapter 6 summarizes the previous work and discusses the
range of' applicability of the computer program.

Chapter 2. REVIEW OF SUPERSONIC INLETS

Before proceeding to a discussion of spillage in two-dimensional inlets, it would
be useful to review the operation and terminology of inlets for airbreathing propulsion
systems. More complete discussions are presented by Faro (Ref. 1) and the staff of
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (Ref. 2). The inlets are probably the most
prominent feature distinguishing an airbreathing propulsion system (such as a ramiet,
turbojet, or air-augmented rocket) from a rocket propulsion system. Obviously, the
primary function of an inlet is to capture and induct air as a working fluid to a
desired location for combustion and subsequent expulsion through an exhaust nozzle.
In addition, the Inlet is usually required to decelerate the flow. For a turbojet, the
velocity must be reduced to a value compatible with the compressor blades, a Mach
number of about 0.5, For a ramjet, the velocity of the air must be reduced to the
order of magnitude of the flame speed or to the order of a hundred feet per second.

* In a supersonic inlet this is achieved by a series of shock waves.
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Inlets typically are of two types, axisynimetrlc or two-dimensional, although
special circumstances may dictate a more complex three-dimensional inlet.
Axisymmetnc inlets have demonstrated utility and applicability in some of the earlier
ramjet programs such as BOMARC and TALOS. Axisymmetric inlets are relatively
inexpensive to build, Structurally, the circular duct offers the best shape for the
pressure loads. This permits lighter weight construction. The boiundary layer bleed
requirements for an axisymmetrlc inlet are minimal. However, the performance of an
axisymmetrlc Inlet decreases with angle-of attack. A two-diinen'mional inlet may be
oriented to achieve improved angle-of-attack performance, The Mvdti., Rai jet Engine
(MRE) and some aircraft, such as the F14 and FI5, have e0 .oyed two-dimenuional
inlets for this reason. Two-dimenional inlets also provide packaging flexibility in that
any combination of width to height may be chosen to achieve a given inlet area, The
two-dimensional inlet also offers versatility in the choice of direction of comr ression.
The inlets may be mounted so that the compression turns the flow inward toward the
vehicle or outward away from the vehicle, or may be side-mounted with
downward-turning inlets. The compression direction may be selected to enhance
angle-of-attack performance or drag characteristics, For variable geometry inlets, the
ramp construction permits the greatest range of configurations providing near-optimum
performance over a wide flight envelope, Tie two-dimensional Inlet is heavier and more
expensive to fabricate than the axisymmetric inlet. In addition, the corner flow creates
a thicker boundary layer requiring more bleed.

The simplest type of supersonic inlet is a normal shock inlet in which a normal
shock stands at the front of the inlet, as shown in Figure Ia. With subsonic flow
behind the shock, the flow may be further decelerated by a diverging duct, as in a
subsonic inlet, This inlet is typically the most stable and least sensitive to upstream
conditions. Satisfactory performance can be obtained from a normal shock inlet at low
supersonic speeds.

The diffuser duct may be converging-diverging to form a reverse de Laval
nozzle as is shown in Figure lb. When the inlet is started, the supersonic flow
decelerates in the converging entrance section, passes through a normal shock just
downstream of the throat, and further decelerates subsonically in the divergent section.
This type of Inlet has a starting problem. In the unstarted mode, the normal shock
will stand in front of the inlet. The throat area must be increased or the inlet must be
oversped (if possible) fit order to "swallow" the shock.

The total pressure loss of a supersonic inlet r ay be reduced by means of an
oblique shock, This type of inlet, shown in Figure It may be either a conical inlet or
a two-dimensional ramp inlet; many of the conclus'ons are applicable to both kinds.
As indicated in the figure, an initial compression surface causes an oblique shock
which decelerates the flow. At the entrance to the inlet duct, a normal shock occurs
at a Mach number lower than freestream. The product of the tot&! pressure recovery
of the oblique and normal shocks is greater than that of a single normal shock at
freestream conditions. Figure 2 indicates the total pressure recovery of conical inlets
for several Mach numbers. As can be seen, there is an optimum cone angle for each

4
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Mach number. This cone angle may be presented as a function or Mach number as in
Figure 3. The pressure recovery of the oblique shock inlet may also be increased by
internal contraction which reduces the Mach number prior to the normal shock at the
throat section. Internal contraction is limited by inlet starting considerations, Finally, a
subsonic diffuser section provides further deceleration of the flow,

Since the single oblique shock improved the performance of the Inlet, it may
be suspected that an additional oblique shock before the normal shock may also be
beneficial. This is Indeed the case. A double cone or ramp inlet is illustrated in Figure
Id. As in the single oblique shock inlet, there is an optimum combination of
deflection angles. Figure 4 presents the total pressure recoveries of various
combinations of cone angles for a double cone inlet. The optimum cone angles am
shown as a function of Mach number in Figure 5,

Continued improvement ir, total pressure recovery may be obtained by
increasing the number of oblique shocks, Figure 6 demonstrates the total pressure
recovery for optimum combinations of cone, angles for multiple oblique shocks, The
number of shocks, n, includes the terminal normal shock in addition to the oblique
shocks, In the limit, the oblique shocks become an isentropic compression shown in
Figure le, Since a true isentropic compression requires an initial zero slope, the
isentropic inlet starts with an initial non-zero slope, either a selected angle or the angle
which yields a selected pressure recovery at design conditions. The coordinates of such
isentropic surfaces have beý:n calculated for various design Mach numbers, An example
for conical inlets is included as Figure 7, In this figure, focal points are indicated for
each design Mach number. At the design Mach number, the conical shock from the tip
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and all compression waves generated froni the surface coalesce at this point. In
practice, this is usually made to be the location of the cowl lip. All dimensions in the
figure are ratioed to the radius of the focal point Yp so that when the cowl diameter
is selected, the inlet shape is specified.

The relative performance of air inlets is compared on the basis of three primary
flpures of' merit. These are (I) capture area ratio, (2) total pressure recovery, and (3)
drag.

The capture area ratio indicates how, much air Is delivered to the propulsion
system. The mass flow at any point may be written as pAV where p is the density, A
is the cross-sectional area, and V is the velocity. When referenced to freestream or 0
(zero) conditions where the density, p0 , and velocity, Vo, are readily obtained, the
mass flow (which may bc measured elsewhere) defines the freestrearn area of the
captured streamtube, A. The captured mass flow may be normalized by dividing by
the mass flow that could be delivered by the area of the inlet or cowl area, A.. This
mass flow is poAV 0 . Thus, the ratio of the actual mass flow to the maximum
possible becomes the capture area ratio, Ao/A€, In addition to the physical meaning,
based upon a measured mass flow, the capture area may be determined theoretically
by geometrical analysis. Consider a single ramp, two-dimensional inlet as shown in
Figure 8. The cowl area, A, is simply the cowl height, h,, multiplied by the inlet
width, W. The flow behind t&e shock is directed parallel to t'he compression surface at
an angle, 0., A streamline may be drawn from the cowl lip, parallel to the
compression surface, to the intersection with the oblique shock inclined at wave angle,
Ow. Upstream of the block wave, the flow is horizontal. Thus, the captured
streamtube of he;ight, h0 , and width, W, for two-ditnensiunal flow is defined, The
capture area ratio, A0 IA., is equal to the ratio of heights, ho/h., in this case.
Extension to multiple ramps requires only identification of the flow direction behind
each shock and tracing the streamline from the cowl back to freestream. An
axisymmetric inlet is only slightly more complicated in that the flow is not parallel to
the surface but varies between rays. The streamline must be traced from ray to ray to
the initial shock. Following this principle, the capture area ratio of' any inlet, even a
three-dimensional inlet, may be determined by a streamtube trace if the flowfield is
known. Mass removal, such as by sidespill or boundary layer bleed, may also be
referenced to the possible mass flow to yield an area ratio for each mass removal
process.

The second figure of merit has been alluded to in the description of the inlets.
The total pressure recovery is a direct measure of the maximum pressure which can be
achieved in the combustion chamber and hence of the thrust developed,

There are nine possible modes of operation of an inlet resulting from
combinations of three possibilities for eacl, of two independent variables. These nine
modes are illustrated in Figure 9. First, an inlet may operate above, at, or below the
design Macli number. This is presented in the vertical sequence in the figure. Typically,
the design Mach number is the Mach number at which the oblique shock of the inlet

12
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intersects the cowl lip. For multiple shock inlets, the ramp contour is designed so that
all shocks coalesce at the cowl lip. Since the shock angle for constant deflection
decreases with increasing Mach number, the shock passes above the cowl below the
design Mach number and enters the cowl above design Mach number. The effect of
Mach number on total pressure recovery and capture area ratio are illustrated on the
right side of the figure. Total pressure recovery typically decreases with increasing
Mach number, dowly below design and more rapidly above. Often a sharp break in the
curve may be noted at the design Mach number. Below design, analysis of a
two-dimensional inlet is straightforward in the manner previously described. Above
design, analysis is complicated by the non-uniform conditions at the cowl lip plane.
Part of the flow has passed through the oblique shock system with a loss of total
pressure and velocity and a change in direction. The remainder of the flow at the cowl
lip plane is still in the undeflected freestream condition. An analytical model should
include some averaging technique to obtain mean conditions at the cowl lip plane for
gross inlet behavior. The capture area increases with Mach number below design. Above
design Mach number, conditions at the cowl lip are freestream conditions. Since the
flow is not deflected, the area of the captured strearntube is the same as the inlet area
and the capture area theoretically equals 1.0. The change in operation appears as a
sharp break in the capture area curve at the design Mach number.

The other variable of inlet operation is whether the inlet is critical,
supercritical, or subcritical. These conditions are illustrated in the horizontal sequence
of Figure 9. In the critical condition, the terminal normal shock is at the cowl lip
plane of an external compression inlet or at the throat of a mixed external-internal
compression inlet. In the supercritical condition, the terminal normal shock Is
downstream of the critical position, occurring in the subsonic diffuser. Due to
supersonic expansion, the terminal shock occurs at a higher Mach number than at the
throat, and the total pressure recovery is less, Since the external shock system Is
unchanged, the capture area ratio remains the same as at critical. In the subcritical
condition, the terminal normal shock occurs upstream of the critical position, on the
compression surface. This shock location results in a reduction in mass flow or capture
arem ratio. Depending upon the design of the compression surface, subcritical total
pressure recovery may be greater than,, equal to, or less than critical recovery. The
sequence is summarized in the graph at the bottom of Figure 9, with I representing a
subcritical condition, 2 critical, and 3 supercritical. As may be observed from the
figure, the critical condition may be defined as the condition of maximum pressure
recovery at the maximum capture area ratio. The location of the terminal normal
shock is determined by the combustor temperature and therefore fuel flow to the
combustor. With increased temperature, a higher total pressure is required for the same
mass flow rate. To achieve higher total pressure, the shock moves toward the critical
position. For further combustor temperature increases, the inlet delivers less mass by
subcritical operation, thus reducing the pressure recovery requirements.

The primary concern in testing inlets is the detcrminition of the critical
condition. It is generally assumed that the inlet may be easily operated supercritically
for less total pressure recovery. In subcritical operation, an instability known as

15
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"diffuser buzz" may occur. During buzz the shock position is unstable, oscillating from
supercritical to subcritical operation, possibly to a detached position. This oscillation is
accompanied by static pressure oscillations throughout the propulsion system. To avoid
the onset of buzz, propulsion systems are designed to avoid the unstable region. For
aircraft turbojet engines, where a variable geometry Inlet is economically feasible, the
inlet configuration is adjusted at each flight condition to maintain near critical or
slightly subcritical operation to obtain maximum pressure recovery. This may be
achieved by change of ramp angles for a two-dimeksional inlet, by change of
centerbody location for an axisymmetric inlet, or by varying the bleed flow.
Subcritical operation has the additional advantage of providing relatively undistorted
flow, desirable for a turbojet compressor, For a fixed-geometry inlet, typical of ramjet
application, the inlet is operated supercritically. The inlet is designed with a pressure
margin or maximum pressure recovery less than critical, This acts as a safety factor to
assure that the inlet will not achieve critical condition, much less an unstable
subcritical condition,

The third figure of merit is the performance cost of the inlet, the drag. There
are several types of drag attributed to the inlet, There Is wave drag associated with the
cowl shape and on the cowl lip. For two-dimentional inlets with sideplates, there is a
corresponding sideplate lip and wave drag, F-or inlets installed on the aft portion of a
vehicle, a boundary layer diverter ir provided to raise the inlet above the vehicle
boundary layer so that it does not ingest the low pressure recovery air. This is usually
a wedge-shaped structure. There is a drag associated with the diverter; and an optimum
diverter height may be found by trading off pressure recovery gains with increased
drag. Mass removal processes of bleed and sidespill also have momentum losses and
hence drag associated with them. Finally, there is the additive drag of an inlet.

The term additive drag was originally defined by Ferri and Nucci (Ref, 3). A
mathematical description of additive drag has been presented by Sibulkin (Ref. 4),
First, consider a simple ramjet engine in accelerated flight at zero angle-of-attack, as
shown in Figure 10s. The net propulsive thrust is the resultant sum of the axial
components of the pressure and friction forces. The net internal thrust, F. i, may be
evaluated from the momentum change between the entrance, Station 1, and the exit,
Station e.

Fn,i = Fe - PF' (2-1)

where F - stream thrust at j a * V + A (p - pc). Thus, the net propulsive thrust,

is equal to the net internal thrust minus the external drag forces, Fd.

Fp " Fni - Fd (2-2)

In practice, engine performance is usually determined from freestream and exit
conditions instead of fron inlet entrance conditions. Thus, referring to Figure 10b,
which Includes the stream tube from 0 to I, the net thrust, F., due to momentum
change between Stations 0 and e is:

16
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Fn -F-F 0  (2.3)

In this case, however,

S~Fp Fn - Fd

since the momentum change between Stations 0 and I has not been considered, This
momentum change may be considered as an additional drag force, D., called additive
drag. Thus,

FP a F, - Fd - Da (2-4)

which defines additive drag. Comparing Equations 2-1 and 2.4 yields

Da - F f - F,• - F0  (2-5)

or

DA " ihVI + A 1(p- p0 )- rnV 0  (2-6)

Considering the streamtube from 0 to I as indicated in Figure 10c,

fSta I
S (p .- po)dAx - AI(pI - pc) &- tfV 0 + 1hV 1  (2-7)J Ste 0

where dA. axial projection of surface area, or from Equation 2-6,

pSta I

D " (p- po)dA% (2-8)
J Sta 0

This integral form of the equation is applicable to other geometries. Evaluation
of the momentum terms results in a slightly different forin of additive drag for each
situation, Mount (Ref, 5) presents the following equation for both the axisymmetric
and two-dimensional oblique shock inlets shown L Figure II.

D. f t (P" P0)dAx "iVl +(p, -PO)AII coo$
SSte 0

1 uO0 + (01 - Po)A+ (2-9)

where •, is the average pressure acting on the compression surface, A,.
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This differs from the relation for the open now inlet, Equation 2-6, by the
addition of the term (•.-p 0)A , which is the pressure force on the compresuion
surface, and by a correction term of coas 0 to the exit momentum to account for a
n*. -axial exit.

Additive drag appear% to be only a bookkeeping term. Its physical significance
may be seen by considering the boundary of the captured streamt,'be to be replaced
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by a functionless sheet of solid material. No flow may pass through the sheet and
since it conforms to the shape of the streamtube, the flowfield remains undistubed,
The prebsure forces acting on this extended cowl are easily visualized. Removal of this
extension does not change the flow and, hence, the momentum through the inlet
system. Distortion of the cowl extension would alter the tlowfield and result in a
different pressure distribution,

Additive drag occurs in two situations, When the inlet is operating critically or
supercritically, at or above the design Mach number, the leading edge shock is at or
within the cowl lip. Up to the cowl lip, the,flow is undisturbed, Hence, the flow area
does not change, and the additive drug is zero for purely two-dimensional flow. With
subcritical operation, the terminal normal shock occurs on the compression surface and
subsonic flow occurs behind the shock, Osmon (Ref. 6) has considered subcritical
additive drag in the transonic region, lie employed Moeckel's (Ref. 7) method for
prediction of the plane shock shape. This equation was modified to account ror lteral
spillage- various coefficients were adjusted to fit experimental data, With a
determination of the terminal shock shape and position, the pressures behind the
various shocks were used to determine subcritical additive drag.

The set'ond condition of additive drag is supercritical additive drag, In this case,
the inlet is operating critically or superoritically below the design Mach number.
Supercritical additive drug can be evaluated for simple geometries by means of the
pressure integral. Consider the single ramp two-dimensional inlet of Figure 8. The static
pressure behind the shock Is constant along the streamline and may be obtained from
plane oblique shock relationships, The area over which this pressure acts is simply
(Ac- A ) or A (I - Ao/A,). For multiple oblique shocks, this process may be repeated
for eacg shock, For axisymmetric inlets, the same approach is applied, numerically
.ntegrating across thq rays. Sharp and Howe (Ref. 8) have employed this technique for
determination of additive drag in an automated procedure for analysis of inlets. For
two-dimensional inlets of' finite width, thore is sonic lateral spillage, Sideplates may be
employed to restrict or eliminate this lateral flow at the expense of increased weight
and drag. Sidewalls may also be constructed to provide additional sidewise
compression, If a sideplate is designed to contain the entire shock system, there will
be no sidespill. Sideplates are typically constructed with the sideplate leading edge as a
straight line from the cowl lip to the inlet leading edge. Above design Mach number,
there will he no spillage from this type of sideplate. In general, however, there will be
lateral spillage from a two-dimensional inlet. This will alter the flowfleld and the shape
of the captured strearatube. To determine additive drag, the shape of the captured
streamtube must be determined. This requires knowledge of the flowfield about the
compression surface with lateral spillage.

20
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Chapter 3, PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Little theoretical work has been performed on the problem of sidespill in
two-dimensional inlets. This is partially due to the relativ-.ly recent emphasis on
two-dimensional Inlets; most of the previous inlet studies had been directed toward
axisymmetric inlets, In addition, most inlet investigations are primarily experimental.
Preliminary performance estimates are determined by a combination of theoretical and
empircal techniques. Wind tunnel tests are then performed to verify the performance
estimates and to select various design features such as bleed system, design, boundary
layer diverter height, and installation effects,

INVESTIGATION OF CARRIERE AND LEYNAERT

Carriere and Leynaert (Ref, 9) have considered the problem of mass flow in
two-dimensional inlets. No attempt has been made to determine the effects on additive
drag, Consider a single ramp inlet with ramp angle, Pt, as shown in Figure 12. The

21
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inlet has two lateral sidewalls with leading edges, AB and A'B', 'at an angle /. It is
assumed that the ramp angle, 0i, Is small and that the shock waves are comparable to
Mach waves. This permits the use of linearized theory.

Three possible situations may be 'ssumed a priori depending upon the value of
the parameter OW/Q, where P is the cotangent of the Mach angle, pa, and is equal to
%M2 --"L. The parameter 3W/2 characterizes the lateral aspect ratio of the inlet and is
the ratio of the width of the inlet to the radius of the Mach cone at the inlet
entrance station. The three possibilities are illustrated in Figure 13. The Mach cones
may be completely separate or may overlap, If the overlap occurs within the
boundaries of the inlet or I < PW/R < 2, the sidespill is unaffected and remains the
same as the separated case. For narrow inlets where OW/R < I, the Mach cone
generated by one edge influences the flow at the opposite edge.

Consider a uniform approach flow with velocity components:

uU
u2 00-
u 2 -0 (3-1)

After a small perturbation such as that imposed by the inlet ramp, the velocity
components are

U1 U0O+u'
U3 w'1  (3-2)

or normalizing by U0.

U1  U00( + u)
-2 Uov

u3  Uow (3-3)

In small perturbation theory, it Is assumed that the perturbation components
are small or

U, V, w 4 I

Considering the Inlet in Figure 12, the flow enter3 the inlet through the region
BCB'C' of surface A - W(h - OR) by geometry. The mass flow, A, after linearization by
small perturbations is

ih fJp(I + u)UodA (3-4)
A

where p is the mass density and dA an element of the control surface,

22
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The local density, p, may be related to freestream density, p0 , by Mach
number functions:

(I + M2) 1 Py-
P0 (17 +2--M2)1 /Y"- I3

The local Mach number, M, may be written in terms of perturbation velocities

M2 = I(U 0 + u0)2' + v)2 + w' 2 1 ]a (3-6)

*M2 (U2 + 2Uou')/a 2 to first order

the speeds of sound ame related by temperature ratios

a' RT T +_ _ _(7

Substituting a2 into Equation 3-6

M2  u, + 2UoU' 1+•Y-M2
M2 ,M0 2l (3.3)

I + -M2

Solving for M2

M2(I + 20z)
M2  0

Thus,

IIM

I +,-I(3-9)
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or

1~LAM I - 2u -~Mg (3-10)

From Equation 3-5

2 -l- u-mo2)1 11- I 31l
PO X7

Expanding with a binomial expansion to first order:

P - I - uM 2  (3-12)
Po 0

Thus Equation 3-4 may be written

t ,, P0 U0 ff( +u)(I -uM2)dA (3-13)

A

f =pa u0  I , +u(1 - M2)ldA to first order

Since30 M - 1, Equation 3-13 becomes

-, pto0 O ffI - p2 u)dA (3-14)

A

Thus, the flow rate entering the inlet may be determined once the distribution
of the axial perturbation velocity, u, is found.

Consider the pure two-dimensional or e0 case. For a weak two-dimonsional wave
where the flow is deflected through angle 4*

u" (3 .,0)
U 00

Refer to Section 4-7. "Weak Oblique Shocki," !n Elerwnts of Gasdynamlot, by H. W. Liepmamnt and A.
Rosbko. New York, N.Y., John Wily & Sons, Inc., 1962, pp. 92-93,
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Substituting into Equation 3-14

I p0UO ffJ I + OJo)dA

A

TW poUo(1+ + t0o)A (3-16)

The entrance area, A, has been determined by geometry to be

A =W(h-ip) (3-17)

Since h/Q = tan [

Ac tWh(l - @ cot ) (3-18)

Thus Equation 3-16 becomes

thoo- poU 0 Wh[ I - ý(cot t -0)" 2PO cot V (3-19)

Carkiere and Leynaert present this equation only to first order:

PoIoWhI 1 - tP(cot t - PC)) (3-20)

The ignored torm, however, is not negligible. Consider, for example, the cae of
a 10-degree ramp and a 19.6-degree sidewall at a freestream Mach number of 1,96.
The term 2, cot-t is equal to 0.144 which is not negligible as compared to the
other tertns. Thhe value of diOO/poUoWh is determiued to be 0.660 using Equation 3-19
and 0.804 using Equation 3-20. Thus, neglecting the second order teml appears to be
incorrect,

Carriere and LUynnert present all results relative to the two-dimensional result,
rA"°. Calculations by Fenain by the method of homogeneous flows are cited without
reference: and the following results are presented without proof.

a. With lateral plates and PoW/k > I

h 0 2 k2 K' 2 .- E' 2

-. off 2  W E(3-21)
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where

k =fo tan t

K', E' " Complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively

of modulus k'

S1l

b. Without lateral plates and:

I: 3oW/ w k1 > I

I - R , k' + sin"k (3-22)
W _k

2. k<, 1

-, n- (1- ki) , I k 0 (3-23)

3. 'k < k''( I

I sin- 7, k1+k1 k

+ 2k2 cos . . sin- I kk 1  _ . (3-24)

Note that for a selected inlet height and Mach number, all of these results have
the form m - m'/m* - constant times (O/xXQ/W) which is expected for linearized
theory.

Application of these equations has revealed that the equations cannot be
evaluated when the cowl angle, t, is greater than the Match angle, p. Physically, this
would occur when the Mach wave from the leading edge enters the cowl. This
observation suggests that no distinction has been made between a Mach wave angle and
the actual shock wave. This is considered to be in error since there is a significant
difference between the Mach wave angle and the angle of a shock wave even for small
romp angles.

27
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HOMOGENEOUS CONICAL FLOW

The method of homogeneous conical flows may be applied to the problem of
spillage of two-dimensional inlets. Pawlikowski (Ref. 10) has employed this method to
determine perturbation velocities and spillage on the compression ramp of the inlet,
Milne-Thomson (Ref. 11) presents a basic discussion of conical flow. He employs this
method to determine perturbation velocities on various airfoils. Since Milne-Thomson is
primarily concerned with aerodynamic forces, he uses these velocities to determine
lifting pressures. The analysis of Milne-Thomson will be described here as an aid to
understanding and as a contrast to. the investioation of Pawlikowski, Later, the velocity
solution of Milne-Thomson will be applied io the spillage problem.

Conical flow is a flow pattern in which the state of the flow is the same at
every point along a ray drawn from an origin or vertex. Thus, conditions depend only
on the direction of the ray, but not on the distance along it. This means that any
property is a homogeneous function of degree zero in x, y, z, and depends only on
the ratio of x:y:z. A conical boundary condition implie- conical flow. Since the edge
of an inlet compresmion ramp imposes a conical boundary condition, the conical flow
analysis may be applied to the inlet flowfield.

For small perturbations in the coordinates of Figure 14, u, v, w 4 V, and
neglecting squares and products, the perturbation equation for supersonic flow is

-(M .- 1as (3-25)8X2 -yz 3•82
where S may be any of the quantities: velocity potential, 0, perturbation velocity

components u, v, or iv, pressure, p, or density, p.

Equation 3-25 may be rewritten as

a2s ýAIS +a2S- 825 A ~ 2 (3-26)

since cot I -V'i --

Substituting X - ix tan ju, Equation 3-26 reduces to the Laplace equation

2S +a --S a2S27)

8X y2  az2

In spherical polar coordinates as defined in Figure 15,

X R1 cos W
y R1 cos 0 sin tj
z R, sin 0 sin w
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Il-•PL.ANIE OF THIN AIRFOIL.

FIGURE 14. lhgon of Axe.

FIGURE IS. Tnuuformaimi bun Cim• n
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Laplace's equation becomes

a (12 15)+ I a (si w 3-5)+ I Ls 0
W +sj~'n -W (sia c, -n2 a8 (3-28)

When S is independent of RI, as in conical flow, Equation 3-28 becomes
l 0 asO\+ I s0in , . L + (3-29)

sW 2

By substituting

x = log tan 1/2(A (3-30)

as as I as
y-m cosecw w Smi

Equation 3-29 becomes

a2S a2s (331)
aX2 + $01(331

I.

This has the Ieneral real-valued solution*

S a F(x + io) + F(x -iO) (3-32)

where F is an arbitrary twice differentiable runction,

sin €,
tan 1/2w -si u (3-33)+ Cos W

Wig -. eXeIO in ei0 tan 1/2(. * (cos 0 + i sin 0)

ex+i0 . cos 0 sin w + I sin 0 sin w
S I + COn w

from definition of polar coordinates

I (3-34)

The most temw.,I solution Is S F(x + it) + ONX - iS) but tUm most amgawi vuilaalued wilhtion is
given in Equation 3.32,

30
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Thus + W is a function of (y + iz)/(X + RI) and from Equation 3-32, the
general real-valued solution of Laplace's equation of zero degree is SO where

where fl denotes an arbitrary function. Since R2 X2 + y2 + Z2 or

'II
R1 =,V/Y+z2-x tan 1A

X + R Mix tanA +iy2+ z2 - x2 tan 2M

X+R 1 "i(xtanP+R 2 )

where

R2 x2 tan 2IA - y2  z2 (3-36)

since

y +iz

The general real-valued solution of degree zero of Equbtion 3-25 is

0 x ti x tian j +4 R 2/( . 8

where f is an arbitrary twice differentiable function, ThWs solution applies to all points

such that R2 is positive, This is all points within the Mach cone

y2 + z2  X2 tan 2  (3-39)

Introducing Busemann'i (Ref. 12) complex variable, emxtanM+R 2 , the
general solutlon becomes

SO= f(e) + ?(1) (340)
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Introducing the dimensionless variables, r, s, s, which satisfy

S- r CoS s -0 y (3-41)x tan p
z

tol r rsin 0 -x tan 1

then

e + Ws r<€os 6 + I sin 0). Reie 3-2
1 + i -(l12 ., 2)I/2 (I r2)/2(342)

where

R- r Z-(l-r 2)1 1  (343)I +(R r2)1•- r

If tho ;oint re~i is marked in an Argand diagram called the physical plane and
the point ReiU marked in another, the e plane as In Figure 16, the points correspond
to a mapping in which points of a ray from the origin at angle 6 from the real axis in
the c plane. This mapping is not conformal. From Equation 3-43 It may be noted that
R w 0 at the origin r w 0, On the circumference of the circles R w I when r - I. R
is complex outside the circle r > I, Thus, a Mach circle may be referred to
interchangeably in the physical or e planes,

PIlOUtB Il& Tmsmfunem frfo hy'lq Fmbs to biso.
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In Equation 3-40 the general real-valued solution of the linearized equation was
found to be the form f(e) + r(.-. Since the perturbation velocity components u, v, and
w are solutions of this type, it follows that they are the real parts of functions of the
complex variable e and complex velocity components may be written

U(e) a u + iu*
V(e) Nv + iv*
W(e) a w + iw* (3-44)

where u*, v*, and w* are also real. Since

u* - iu a - iU(e)
v* - iv n - iV(#)
w'o - w -iW Me)

The components u*, v*, and w* are perturbation velocity components of some other

conical flow.

The complex velocity components are related by the compatibility relationships

wo (3-45)
2e"ton/ .p ( +e2) -i(I - e2)(,.5

The derivation of the compatibility relationships is included in Appendix A,

To determine the flowfleld about an airfoil, some terms and nomenclature must
first be defined. An edge may be leading, trailing, or axial which Milne-Thomson
denotes as L, T, and A. If a line drawn parallel to the freestream velocity vector
enters the airfoil when it crosses an edge, the edge is call,3d a leading edge. If the line
leaves the airfoil as it cronsses the edge, the eoge is trailing. If the edge is parallel to
the freestream velocity vector, it Is axial. In addition, an edge may be termed
subsonic, sonic, or supersonic, depending upon the normal component of the
freestream velocity, A subsonic edge will fall within the Mach cone while a supersonic
edge will fail outside. A sonic edge corresponds with tLe Mach cone. Milne-Thomson
denotes this by subscripts I, s, and o for inside, sonic, and outside. Thus, for example,
an intersection may be denoted LoT1 , indicating a leading edge outside the Mach c~one
and a trailing edge inside. For an axial edge, the subscript is dropped since it must be
subsonic.

To determine boundary conditions, the physical situation is reduced to a Mach
circle in the physical plane. Consider a L L airfoil oriented at a small angle of
attack, o, to freestream velocity, as shown ion Figure 17A. The edges R and R are at
angles and 62, respectively, to the axis and intersect an arbitrary pfane, P1
perpendicular to te' axis at points L, and L2, The intersections with the plane P are
shown in Figure 17b with corresponding identification. With supersonic edges, two
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planes may be drawn from tlte edges tangent to the cone at points A and A'. The
points at which the Mach cone intersects the plane of the airfoil are denoted D, and
D2. The angles between the tangency points and the plane of the airfoil are denoted
by X.

AAI AAI OA t
Cos U " Lt tan/• cot (3-46)

Similarly, cos 6 a tan M cot 6

The physical higlnificance of the tangent planes may be realized by considering
each point on the leading edge as a generator of a Mach cone as shown in Figure 18,

I I

SMACH OU

FICUIN 18. Definition of Reion Where Two Dlmeninsnal Bounda' Conditions Apply.
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The planes formed by these cones are the planes At L, and AI'-L Thus, these planes
define the region of influence of the airfoil where the perturbation velocities are

defined by two-dimensional flow, Therefore, the streamwise components of the
perturbation velocities in Figure 17 are:

u =uu on arc DIA1

u--ut on arcDiAll

u U2 on arc D2A 2
u-u 2 onarcD A'"

u0 on arc A1 A2

u n 0 on arc A, A2'

where uI and u2 are appropriate two-dimensional perturbation velocities

The case of an L T, airfoil is shown in Figure 19a. Since the leading edge does
not intersect the plane o7' the Mach circle, the ray is extended to intersect at point L',
Also, since the trailing edge is inside the Mach cone, the tangent planes are not
present. This case results in the Mach circle representation of Figure 19b, The
perturbation velocities are:

u w u0 on arc D2A

u--u 0 onarcD 2 A'

u w 0 on arc A'D 1 A

These cases illustrate the essential representation for other cases.

The basic problem in conical flow iý to find a function, f(e), analytic within
the Mach circle, -f, whose real part takes on specified values on the circumference.
Since a point on the circumference can be specified by the angle 0 from the real axis,
the real part of fRe) must take on the value F(O) on the circumference where P(O) is
given, For a point u on the circumference

o U et0  (3-47)

or

0 W (log o)/i (3-48)

Thus,

"F(O) F F[(log o)/i] I g(O) (3-49)
where the function g(a) is likewise known. The real part of f(e) is 1/2f(e) + l/2if(i),
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On the circumference

c= and = i-= I/o

therefore

f(o) + I (/a) 2g(o) (3-50)

Multiplying this equation by do/21ri(o - e) and integrating around the Mach circle, -f

IL fQdo a 1' f ?(I /a)da If goda
2r e 2 a- e = Y (3-51)

By Cauchy's formula, the first integral is fRe). The second integral may be
evaluated by the residue theorem. Since f(e) has been assumed analytic within the
Mach circle, it may be expanded in an infinite series.

fRe) a0 +ale+a2 e2 +.

Thus

( /o) = '0 + 1/a + E2/o +.••(3-52)

By Cauchy's residue theorem

2 i-f a = d o ?(o) (3-53)

and

I2• -nda

oa(a - e) = 0 for n > 0 (3-54)

That is, the residue is the appropriate term of the Laurent's series. Thus, from
Equation 3-51

Re)+ ?0) (3-55)
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In many applications, g(o) is constant over arcs of the circumference. Consider
for example that g(o) = u0 from 6 = - X to + X and is zero on the rest of the
circumference. Then,

f _ 2 -_ _ -[log(a- e)] '7.e (3-56)

for e = et and i " el.

Therefore,

U0
f(e) ?(0) + -[lo (el - e)- log ( 1 - e)(3-57)

f(O) is a constant determined by other information. For f(e) * u0 when e I 1
or 0 = 0, then

U0
U0 1(0) + •'log (e1 - 1) - log(iI - 1)1

which gives*

?(0) ,,UoX/ff

The same principle can he used to determine a function f(e) analytic within a
semicircle of unit radius where Rie) is real-valued on the diameter and the rial part of
f(e) takes given values on the semicircle. To solve this problem, the circle is complete
by reflection as shown In Figure 20. The function f(e) and its reflection are
determined to be complex cornugates. This reduces the problem to the one just solved.

This result is band on the convention that the branch out M on the nesative real axle and that aU
angiea thus may take on value betwoon -x ad jr.
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To investigate the flowfleld of a two-dimensional inlet, the model of a
rectangular airfoil may be employed, This Is equivalent t. a L A airfoil )n
Mllne-Thomson's notation. The physical situation is shown in Figure Yla, while the
projection in the e plane is shown in Figure 21b. The boundary conditions are also
included in the figure. On arc DA, the perturbation velocity, u, is equal to the
two-dimensional perturbation velocity u0 - aV tan g cosec X. For 8 = ir/I, u0 is equal
to WV tan p. On the lower arc DA', )u is -uo. On the surface of the airfoil AD, the
imaginary component u* of the complex perturbation velocity, U, is zero. Consider an
airfoil at angle of attack, a. For small angles where sin ct w a and cou a I, the
freestream velocity may be considered as having velocity components V, 0, and aV in
the coordinates of Figure 14. On the surface, since the air cannot flow through the
airfoil, w + aV = 0. From the compatibility relationship of Equation 3-45,

2-f tan (1Ac2) f

101 - e)2e tan M

d(w + iw*)- i e' d(u + iu*) (3.58)le tan
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On thj surfaze of the airfoil, e is real and hence (I- e2 )/2e tan p is real. Collecting
the real terms of Equation 3-58,

idw" 1i2 t 2  du*2e tan p

Since w w -aV - constant, dw = 0. Therefore, du * 0 or u* constant.
Without loss of generality, thu constant may be %onsidered to be zero so that

U*0.

and

u N(e)

on the airfoil surface.

To solve the problem of the LOA airfoil, define P2 
* e mapping the Mach

circle, -t, on a semi-circle In the P plane which is completed by reflection as shown in
Figure 22. If a Is a point on the circumference, -y'

U(V) + U(I/o) 2u(a) (3-59)

02u

/ u0 A

/ use

PI-

MomB 21. LOA M"d 6 P, Psm,
"42
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As shown previously, this leads to

2uOf P1do 211o f PI do

'I jSince u u*u 0 at v' 0, U(O) -0. and hence 11(0) -0, which yields:

1u0  (V' + 4(P, + P)
U(P) 109(3-61)

Since Milne-Thomnson is concerned with the pressure forces on the airfoil, he
does not determine the other perturbation velocity components.

EXTENSION OF THEORY

The compatibility relationships may be employed to determine these other
components. Equation 3-61 may be rewritten

11(P)- (log8(a' + a)+ log (Pi + a'- log (v's V)- log (p1 - a'](3-62)

The compatibility relations are:

2eta (1+62 (- 2

In terms of the variable a' where v'2 0 e
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Similarly

w(e,) 1, WV

Thu th copatbiltyrelationships become
Thu(s thKcmptiilt dp W(v) dy

oi- dividing by ~

~~( + e) 1(1 -* e2)

In terms of' I

4) (3.64)
2V2 tan o (+,) P ~ - 4

Thus,

-.(I + V4 (34 5)

and

WJI P (3-66)
2P2 tan I

From Equation 3-62

iu 0  1 1-L-+ +- 1  (3-67)

Using the compatibility Equation 3-6S,

if2V2 tank )AI 14

V, P + +(3-68)
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Integrating and simplifying yields:

iUW _2 2 +I g(il") lo
2w tan p s, P -1V 1, 2 P p2)

,!~~~~P -• •--/ o • - 21).÷,= P Pog (p + 1)

;2+ log (p2  +P)- t (V .. - ,ot, (P (3-69)

where C is the constant of integration.

To evaluate the constant of integration, the lI~undmry condition v•O at
iP, I +01. 1 is employed, Recognizing that P1 M I/sl' and *, - I/Pi and evaluating at

1U•0 - - 4l

+P• [lOP (VI + I)- lot (PI - l) +logi(P + I)- logi(PI - 1)1

+P2 [lea(P 1 + 1)- log(Pl)+lolQ(1 + 1) loi(v- l)]1+C

or

V 0 W,-- 4(0, + P) + (P2 + P2) log (V1 + 10 1 + C (3.70)

In the general casn,

and

P1 Ma- bi

where a and b are real constants,

Substituting the general values for iv, and P1 and recognizing that since iP, is
on the circle y', ab + b - 1, Equation 3-70 becomes:

2wsNO ga + (242 2b2) log I A+a
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The physical perturbation velocity v Is the real part of the complex perturba-
tion velocity V.

* + For 0 < a 4 1, the semicircle in the io plane which represents the circle y in the
* 3 e plane and is the physical part of the problem, the term I + all'- a is always real

and positive. The singularity at a = I corresponds to a physical situation where the
angle between the extension of the leading edge of the airfoil and the axial edge is
equal to the Mach angle. This is the limit where the model of an LeA airfoil may be
applied. Since the function I + all'- a is always real and positive in the region of
interest, the angle that the function makes with the real axis, which is the principal
value of the imaginary component of the logarithm, is zero. Thus, the only real part

, I of the complex perturbation velocity occurs in the constant of Integration. Since v U
0, at P' = I, the real part of the constant Is zero and the imaginary part may be
ignored since It will not be required in determining the physical perturbation velocities.

Hence, for the purpose of evaluating! the physical perturbation velocity,

YI - O 2 +- L- - L ]ON o- -,+ I log
', il

oo p lot -- ,- 2U,,P- 2PP + P2 log (p' + 4)

+ p 'log (p + p)- p2 log a', - p)-P2 log(P - p)J (3-71)

From the compatibility relationships, as shown in Equation 3-66:

2Y2 tan M

we .... + I + + (3.72)
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Integrating as before

whore Cl ih n og( nelatio. ( ;72log

For the boundary condition at P a 1, w w 0

Win-f p2? log (p + I)+a'1 (p +) P2 log(y, -I)

P2 log (- p I P2 log(V + 1) p2Iog (P + I)- + P log V I)

+ p log(Pg - 1)1 +C

W = " ' -( P 2 [ Il () ; i ) ( P +- ! ) + C2wuao I 190

for P, a + bi and 1 w a - bi

- u0 2 hu;

WW- jj'; 4abl [Ios(-)] +C+,

iO 4oa~bi [lgIoI I l]+ +

Tho physical perturbtion velocity w is the real part of the complex

perturbation velocity W

W + C,+

where C' is the real part of constant C.
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Since w 00at 0 I

l2a(buo
lC

; Hance

"'a' -ta P a')+V,+ og+ log(-,

P2v log (p, -V) + p2z log (p, "0 v2 tl•-• (3-74)

These expressions for perturbation velocities have been evaluated around and
within the circle y' for an arbitrary value of PI -0.8 + 0.61 which corresponds to
8 u"116 degrees at M - 2, The physical perturbation velocities on the circle 'Y' are
presented in Figure 23. The magnitudes and signs of the perturbation velocities are
determined by the equations without requiring separate determinations eo' the
two-dimensional perturbation velocities v0 and w0 , Consider the physical situation of
the thin plate at positive angle of attack. The two.dimensional perturbation in the
direction of the flow would be negative on the lowor surface as the velocity is reduced
from the freestream, value, On the upper surface, an expansion results in a highe-
velocity or positive perturbation, The vcrtical velocity perturbation, w, will have the
same magnitude and direction on both upper and lower surfaces and wilt be negative
or downward fur positive angle of attack. Trhe sideward velocity, v, may be expected
to change direction on the tipper and lower surfaces and to be positive or outward
with sweepback toward the axial edge. For the case or no sweepback, 6 a 90 degrees,
the two-dimensional perturbation vo is zero, Tlhus, the perturbation velocity v is zero
everywhere on the circle ',, However, due to the imaginary component, v has non-zero
values within the circle.

The perturbation velocitiesi v and w each have a sinsulirity at the point O O 0
which corresponds to the axial edge. This is due to the term 2./P a' + 2/V1 P whose real
and imaginary components approach . as v approaches zero, There appears to be an
additional contnbution from terms of the form Io$ [("'j t 0)/a1. As P' approaches zero,
the real part of the logarithm, which is equal to the log of the amplitude, approaches
., However, examination of the equations for perturbation velocities reveals that earh
of these terms may be combined with a similar term to be of the form log
[(1 +a)/(VI - P)]. This term approaches log (1) as P approaches zero, The term
21PI P + 2/0, v, however, still causes a singularity at a' , 0.
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The physical perturbation velocities are shown in Figure 24 as functions of
location in the P plane for the arbitrary value of to,= 0.8 + 0.6i. The singularities in v
and w are apparent for small values of radius,

There are also singularities when v equals P' or ' At this point, the terms in
perturbation velocities v and w of the forms log [((P -')/Pl or log (PI - P) become
log (0) which cannot be evaluated. In addition, the perturbation velocity u has a
singularity at v, and P, due to the term log (V1 +P)(9, +0,)0(a1 .. P)(P - ) which
approaches log()

Finally, singularities exist in perturbation velocity u on the circle y', The
velocity u is proportional to the imaginary component of a logaidthm. The principal
value is the angle of the argument of the logarithm. The real part of the argument is
negative while the imaginary part is zero. Due to round-off error, the imaginary part
has a very small but non-zero value which may be either positive or negative. Thus,
the angle is evaluated as plus or minus ir radians. This singularity causes no practical
problem in evaluation of velocities since this will occur only when the point in
question is exactly on the circle 7',

Chapter 4. STREAMTUBE CALCULATIONS

To evaluate the amount of sidespill and the additive drag of a two-dimensional
inlet, a trace of the captured treamtube waLs employed. The velocities within the
conica. flow region can he calculated by lIquastions 3-62, 3.71, and 3-74, Within the
two-dimensional flow region, the perturbation velocities are also known, To determine
tne captured streamntube, a numerical calculation of streamlines from the Inlet cowl
was performed, A computer program was written in FORTRAN V for the Univac
I i10 computer, rhis program in listed in Appendix C and a flow chart is presented in
Figure 25. The numerical computer solution was selected for several reasons, The
repetitive nature of the calculat'ons in tracing the streamlines from the cowl to
freestream permnits the application of a computer to this problem. This permits the use
of small incremental distances to accurately portray the strearntube. Determination of
additive drag is also performed on the computer by numerically integrating the
piessures over the surface of the streantuhe, In addition, the computer simplifies the
solution of the complicated and complex equations of the conical perturbation
velocities, Once a variable has been identified as a complex variable, the equations in
FORTRAN are written as with real variablei, Arithmetic equations are performed using
the complex variables. Functions such as square roots and logarithms must be
identified as complex functions, Hand calculation of perturbation velocities are tedious
and prone to error,
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PRINT xII jv'(I.j).z1.Ij.PII.J)

NEWJ .

N 
IW

CALCULATE
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* AREA
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PRINAGGOA
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DRAG
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P ,RIN'T ) RAG,,CO AA0

IEND

FIGURE 25. (Cond.),

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

To determine the perturbation velocities at any point, the inlvt ramp is
represented as a thin airfoil in the xy plane at a negative angle of attack a. This is
accomplished by a rotation transformation of the ramp and cowl coordinates, The
rotation changes the freestream velocity components to V, 0, --aV. 1he
two-dimensional perturbation components are:

u0 V tan/p cosec X (4-1)
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where cos X = tan p cot 6

vo = &V tan p cot 8 cosec A
w0  V

Derivation of these velocity components i- included in Appendix D.

Both the conical and two-dimensional shocks may be represented as Mach
waves in the rotated coordinate system. For small angles and Mach numbers, the
two-dimensional shock angle is approximately equal to the Mach angle plus the
deflection angle as illustrated in Figure 26. The conical shock wav.e angle is
approximately equal to the Mach wave angle measured from the axis, over the saine
range of Mach number and conical deflections as shown in Figure 27.

To trace the streamtube, initial points are selected around the cowl lip and
sideplate leading edge. At the side edge of the ramp, there are singularities in both v
and w, To avoid this, two points were chosen in the neighborhood of the singularity,
one on the vertical sideplate and one on the ramp surface slightly within the inlet,
From the latter point the vertical velocity is zero and the streamline is constrained to
the ramp surface. Thus, this defines the lower edge of the strearntube. The presence of
the singularity also makes it necessary to employ small differences In axial location for
the streamline trace in this region. A large difference results in a vertical change such
that the streamline is projected through the ramp.

In erder to calculate perturbation velocities, a determination must first be made
of the type of flow existing at any point. Three types of flow were considered:
conical flow, two-dimensional flow, and undisturbed flow. The square of the physical
radius y2 + Z2 is conmpared with the square of the radius of' Mach cone, x2 tan 2 P, to
determine if a given point is within the cone and hence in the region or conical flow.
If the point is in this region, the position is recalculated in the form of Busemann's
complex variable, e, and then by the complex square root, as P. The conical
perturbation components are then evaluated.

If the point in question is outside the cone, the angle tan"I z/x is compared
with the Mach angle, ;A. If the angle is less than 1A, the point is within the region of
two-dimensional flow, and the perturbation velocities are two-dimensional components.
If the angle is greater than u, the perturbation components are zero.

Once the perturbation velocity components have been determined, they are
added to the freestream velocity yielding the local velocity at each point. The velocity
vector is projected an incremental distance upstream to a new set of spatial
coordinates. A rotational transformation converts the streamline coordinates back to
the physical coordinate system for printing. This procedure Is repeated fur each
streamline and then for a new series of incremental distances until the streamtube is
determined back to the inlet ramp leading edge. The order of calculation could have

5,4
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been different such that each streamline was traced to the leading edge before a new
* streamline was examined. The procedure chosen yields data groupings of cross sections

at approximately constant axial stations,

The static pressures are evaluated at each point. From the perturbation velocity
components, the local velocity components are determined. For simplicity, all velocities
have been ratioed to the freestream velocity, V. Initially, the ratio V/a*, where a* iI
th& speed of sound at sonic conditions, him been determined from the freestream Mach
number.

Since the compression process is adiabatic, a* remains constant. Thus, when the

magnitude of the local velocity, V2, is determined, the ratio VR/a* may also be
determined.

V2/va* (Vq/V) X (V/a) (4-3)

From the valu,: of V2/a*, the ratio of local static to total pressure may be
determined*

* [I I (4-4)

For the calculations herein, it was assumed that Ptt Pt.,, which is reasonable
for the small ramp angles and low Mach numbers considered. It would be simple to
include the ra~tio of total pressures across the shock wave.

Once the streamline has been traced upstream to the ramp leading edge, the
final cross-sectional area is evaluated by numerical integration and divided by the
capture area to yield the mass flow area, A0/Ao, for both spillage and below design
Mach number operation.

Following this, a numerical integration of the static pressa:res over the
streamtube is performed to obtain the additive drag. The static pre-sure has been
czlculated at each printed point of the streamtube. A numerically-averaged pressure
over the projected area of each element is summed to yield the drag force which
determines the additive drag coefficient.

* Refor to Equation 53 in Equtions, Tabies, and Cl'rts for Cobm =enfbh Flow, by Ames Research Staff.
National Advisory Committes for Aeronatics~o, Moffett Field, CaIt,. 1953. (NACA Report 1135.)
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CD (p" -P)dA E [P/Pt)•" -po/pt &AA(-5C " qAre (q/Pt) rT- 745

,Thus, this computer progam ha yielded both the mas spllage and theadditive drag coefficient from the small perturbation velocity components,

For presentation purposes, the computer program was coupled with a plotting
routine, DISSPLA, developed by Integrated Software Systems Corporation. Since
plotting routines are generally unique to each computer system, further description and
listing of plotting call statements are omitted.

Typical results of the program are included in Figures 28 through 33. The inlet
considered has a I0-degree ramp. The cowl is located 10 units of length from the
lending edge with a height of 5 units. Inlet width is 10 units. Freestream Mach
number is 2.2. The first five plots, Figures 28 through 32, show the shape of the cross
section of the streamtube, from the midplane to the axial edge at various longitudinal
locations from the cowl lip to the leading edge, Superimposed on these plots are the
boundaries of the two-dimensional and conical flow regions to illustrate the analytical
model for each portion of the streamtube. At the leading edge, Figure 32, the flow is
undisturbed and there are no regions of perturbation. Integration of this cross section
yields the mass capture area ratio of the inlet. Figure 33 presents a perspective view of
the inlet and streamtube.

PAWLIKOWSKI'S ANALYSIS

At this point, it is worthwhile to examine the investigation of Pawlikowski
(Ref. 10). Pawlikowski has performed an analysis of the perturbation velocities similar
to that already discussed. To determine the velocities, he employed a technique
developed by Lagerstrom (Ref, 13). This method will be described here in the
coordinate system of Milne-Thomson shown in Figure 14 rather than in Lageritrom's
notation, Starting from the small perturbation equation,

S22 825 a2s (4-6)

1 )0ýX2 + jj + TZ~

a Mach number of NIT is assumed. This reduce& the term M2 - 1 to unity. Other Mach
numbers are treated by distorting the longitudinal dimension by a Prandtl-Glauert
transformation.

The small perturbation equation is further reduced by expressing it in
cylindrical polar coordinates. Conical flow Is evoked by observing that the flowfleld is
completely specified If it is known within the Mach circle in the plane x 1 !. In this
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FIGURE 33. Pstnpecti. Vl~w of Streamitubl, Mi 22., a 10t DOPsos.
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plane, with a freastream Mach number of \/T, the Mach circle has a radius of unity
since tan p = I. In the plane x a I, the uiall perturbation equation may be written:*

- rtr bSi)- r - +•2•8 a 2  (4-7)

This may be reduced to Laplace's equation

82_ ias 1 82S
3R2  WR 2

by a Tschapiygin transtormation

-r (4-8)

which is identical to Equation 3-43. As in Mllne-Thomson's analysis, Buwmann's
complex variable e, and the compatibility relationships for M = or tan u m I are
introduced. At this point, Lagerstrom determines the perturbation velocities. The
boundary conditions for a symmetrical thin body in the xy plane are:

w In. wo an the upper surfacew ,-w0 on the lower surface

w 0 In the xy plane off the body

Consider ,t general edge within the Match cone intersecting the plane x * I at
eo (similar to point T in Figure 19). The boundary conditions may be satisfied by the
imaginary part of a logarithmic singularity at eo, Thus, he writes:

!w0
W - 9 log (e - e0 ) + f(e) (4-9)

where Re) is analytic at to and purely imaginary on the teal axis, From the
7ompatibillty relationships, he obtains.

dUW. (4-10Wu h as 2, f(e) (4r10)

For the special case where the edge is parallel to the flow direction, e0 w 0 and
W has a logarithmic singularity at a() 0 which Is represented by'-i(wo/fr) log e,

I * F-quation 1.28 in Ietltnoww 13,
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The boundary conditions are written for the planar body with axial edge
equivalent to the LoA airfoil. 'These boundary conditions are shown in Figure 34. The
singularities at e and e are also expressed as logarithmic singularities. Combining
these with the singularity at the axial edge yields

• ~~W 1108lo (e - el)e- e2) 10 eloge 4II

which satisfies the boundary conditions of Figure 34.

Employing the compatibility relationship

dW i I dU

dU=2wo (4 12I I )
We e- [6el e -e 2i e

Placing the terms over a common demoninator and simplifying yields:
1~1"

dU 2wo I e2 - ele2  )] 13)
e ir ee - e- )(e-7 4

u?

v-0

- woo

"0,

S )

FIGURE 34. flounMa C~nWOUS i Ic Viplnd.
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Since e2 is the comolex conjugate of el on a circle of radius 1, e1e2 = 1.
Thus,

dU 2WO[ |

This may be expanded t0 yield:

dU 2W0o[ (e- er)- (e-, e) 1

or

dU 2w0 () ....i..... S(4-14)

Since

el C -cos X + i sin X

and

c, C cis X - I sin X,

e e2 -21 sin X, (4-15)

Eiuti#o- 4-14 may be rewritten as

dU tWo (41.-16)
dTe T~ -2 I Le 1

Integration yields
iw0  e- E2

U - log - +C (4.17)

The constant of integration, C, is evaluated by the boundary condition at

u Re(U) u0 u

By geometry, as shown in Figure 35,

Re -i X

since the imaginary part of the logarithm Is the argument.
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_ W0

C + N (4.18)

and

w Ce- e2/' -iT s- [i log +"+ ](4-19)

Differentiating this yields:

dU. iwo [I ,I(-0

This is combined with the other compatibility relationship,

dV I to- + 1i dU
"W -177"1 To d

to obtain

dV +w0  e2 +1 -1 I
~V'2ir+n (4-21)
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Lquation 4-21 is rewritten as

dV iW0  CosX +c C L -22)
de awxsi -- i zl V 62C(

This equivalence is more easily verified by working backwards.

Recognizing that, for the complex conjugates el and e2,

el + e,2 2 Cos X

and

el e2 21 sine X

Equation 4-22 may be written

dV IwoCosX[ X I isinX,
ad 6- 6 " -' 2 e e-se

dV Iw0  [ -(4-23)
Z"" r 2SOT (e, +,11)L. .+ e -- -ete + !e'2)]

Placing this expression ,ver a common denominator and simplifying by

subtracting and dividing by identical terms yields:

dV' 1w0  l¢'2+'2 "•Ee 6e~e2]dY IWO 1162*e'2 .+ e, c )(-ee2 ) - -d ]

dV iw0  'f2 .,.ee 2 )(e2 - 1)i (4-24)a" " 2Ts-'nZG7 e oe• e -)e e2) (-4

Since e2 is the complex conhugation of et on a circle of unity radius,

ele 2  I

Hence
dV iWo I + 1 e,"e - e,

- a- ____ i ___
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dV iw0  e2 +I I j~ 2

which is identical to Equation 4-21.

Since, from two-dimensional linearized theory shown in Appendix D,

v0d - -u. cot 8 cosec X - w0 tan I cot 8 cosec X!• and

cos Xtan P cot 8

0v Zw'0 cos',cosec., w0 F (4-25)

From this, Equation 4-22 becomes

d V +i -v0  ire (4-26)

Hence, by integration

iv0  q-c 2  w0  ( 7
V--" If log,- - 7 loge +-C4-27)

The constant is evaluated as before with the boundary condition that at e _ 1,
v Re(V) v0

since

Re ilog ~ j X

and
Re(log-1 - I ogl- I- I•0

Vo
0 .(4-28)

Therefore

Vu~ = - i log e-' + N+XJ - -log e (4-29)

Thus, the complex perturbation velocities, as far as their contributions to the

freetrern achnumber of ,/ These components are further reduced to real velocity
phyestcl ream ac components are concerned, have been detertnined by Lagerstrom forfetra Mthnmrof/. Tsecm nnsaefuhrrdudtoel veoita

components by a geometrical argument.
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Consider a general point e = ReiO within the circle of unity radius as shown In
Figure 36.

Re[-i los(e, - 0)] n aris (e, - e) - 0,

Re[-i log (e2 - e)] I artg (e 2 f ) - 02 (4-30)

Therefore from Equations 4-19, 4-29, and 4-11
U0u =Re(U) + "f f "• ' + ]

• V0  W0
Iv= ROMF) 10 [2 "0 @!÷''"7iR

Wo
w Re(W) -1 [- (1 + ,2)] (4-31)

Pawlikowski employs these perturbation components to determine the amount
of sidespill and the additive drag coefficient. He considers only the crosswise velocity
component v,

0 W\

vo 0- ~q 1  + 7r + !LO log R (

lIOLMi A4 QGomtrl Ie U t0momu of
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Pawlikowski Riut considers the simple case of an inlet with no leading edge
sweepback, For this cans, the two-dimensional spanwise velocity component v0 is zero.
Hence, Equation 4-32 reduces to:

wo
v- lox R (4-33)

In physical coordinate. this equation may be written as:

Va- 0 log 1 l= = (4-34)'1 _

The average velocity V between any two radil r, and r? may be written as

fr2vdr
,V r " (4-35) -

f dr2

From this equation, Pawlikowski obtains:

Wo l r log + &itl' rr2 (4-36)

For the case where, the Mach cone intersects the cowl of the inlet, integration

is performed from r2. 0 to r2 a 1, For this case,

wo"2 -

To determine the mass flow rate of spillage, Pawlikowiki assumes that the
density is constant and may be evaluated from oblique shock relationships. This

assumption is questioned in view of the wide variation in crosswise perturbation
velocity as demonstrated, for example, in Figure 24. Although thu. figure is for a ramp
with sweepback, there Is a singularity at r - 0 for any value cf P' , including P, a
I L& del which represents the ramp without sweepback. Thus, a large variation in
local density is expected,

With the assumption of constant density, the mas flow, Ai, may be written as:

p V Aside (4-37)

where Aside is the area bounded by the Mauh cone and the cowl, as defined in Figure
37*,
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In keeping with standerd inlet nomenclature, the spillage mass flow may be

expressed as an area of streamtube at freestrearn condition

i~ ~ " POOV.AOSS '

1' where Aoss is the streamtube area.

Thus

AOSS . (4-38)

Asid .e

From gas dynamic relations acrosm av oblique planar shock,

P.. (+ 1)M2sin2 ÷

Pm2 (yl) 2  0 9+ 2 (4-39)

In the more general cmn, where the Mach cone does not intersect the cowl, u

shown in Figure 37b, the area of spillage is separated into two regions. The first

region, Ap, is bounded by the Mach cone and is equivalent to the case already

described, The second region, All, is bounded by a atreajutube parallel to the ramp

surface. The average velocity between each ray may be determined by Equation 4-36

and the average over the area All is calculated by numerical integration. Thus, the

mass spillage for this cue may be written as:

A'V p A, V11All
A _5  L A i te* r- (4-40)

0 do sid 01

Although Pawlikowski uses the spillage area. Aside, as a reference, any reference

area could be employed.

This portion of Pawlikowski's analysis is considered to be in error. He has

made an a priori assumption concerning the shape of the captured streamtube. He has

assumed that the spillage effect is a small perturbation to the two-dimensional

analytical model. Thus, the density is assumed constant and the area of sidespill Is the

same as the side of the two-dimensional streamtube. 1Toe analysis already presented

herein has demonstrated that the streamitube resulting from spillage has a complicated,

three-dimensional shape. It is difficult to identify the region at the side of the inlet

through which spillage occurs. Thus, the assumption of the two.dimensional streamtube

is considered to be incorrect.

Pawlikowski then evaluates the additive drag. He states that the additive drag,

D., may be written approximately as

Da (p1 - p,_) Aoss (4-41)
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This result assumes constant static pressure. The aires A.- would be the

cross-sectional area at freestream conditions of the spilled streamtutle and under these
assumptions,

D. -f(p - p.) dA - (p, - p.)fdA o (pl" Pp )Ao., (4-42)

Those assumptions are questionable for the same reasons previously discussed
when a constant density was assumed. There Is a large variation in local velocity which
implies variation in local physical properties,

Pawlikowski expresses the sdditive drug In coefficient form:

CD a (4-43)

where A, is the inlet area.

From Equation 4-42

~p -" p _ AOSS
PCD Aus (4-44)

The first term p, - p./q is the pressure coefficient behind the planar #shock
*: wave. Thus, Pawlikowski writes:

AOSS Asid(
rD -Cp X,-_A - (4-45)

Pawlikowaki continues to consider more general inlets, specifically those with
leading edge sweepback and yawed side edges. This involves more difficult
determinations of the average velocity. However, all of NIs analysis assumes constant
properties and knowledge of the stream tube shape and thus is considered too
simplified for correct application.

Chapter 5, APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer progranm for tracing the struntubr and determining the additive
drag has been applied to several cues to dotermine the effect of various inlet
configurations &nd conditions.
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COMPARISON WITH IiXPERI 1F4NTAL DATA

This computer programn has been~ applied to the analysis of an Inlet
experimentally investigated by Kemper (Ref. 14). This inlet Is illustrated It- Figure 38.
The inlet is a two-ramp design with an Initial ramp angle or' 9 degrees and a secomnd
ramp angle of 19.75 degrees. A streight sidewall extends from the cowl lip to a point
just forward of' the second ramp. The Inlet mass flow was determined for this rase arnd
compared with measured data, To model the inlet analytically, only the first ramp wats
considered, Above the design Mach number of 2.3, the planar shock from the second
ramp is contained wholly within the sidewalls, At Mach niumbers below 2.3, the reglon
of thc second shock forward of the sidewall is small relative to that of the tirst hhocut
Thus, the contribution of the second shock is assumed to be small and has been
neglected. The actual inlet employs both sidewall and throat bleed. To aucount fort th~e
bleed mass flow, an estimate of the bleed was determined by means of the iautomAted

* procedure of Ref, 8. This value was subtracted from the analytical determintitoii ot
streamntube cross-sectional area to yield a not mass capture area ratio for comparidon fu

* measurements with both spillage and bleed. The comparison of' apture area ratic' ib
* presented in Figure 39. The upper curve is that which would be predicted')

two-dimensional analysis without spiilagc or bleed, Above the design Mitch number, li e
two-dimensional capture area ratio Is unity or fuill capture. Bleed arnd sidespill redvw:
this value. Trhe capture area ratio predicted by the present mothod, modified for bled d,
Is compared with measured flow rates for two inlets. The two Inlets have the sat ic

* ~aerodynamic qhape but are manufactured by different processes. Inlet 4 is machin ,d
* ~fronm an Investment casting while inlet 5 is formed from ihoet metal. rFhe agreement of

* the present method with the data is reasonuble. The capture area ratio predicted )y
Pawlikowski's method is also presented In Figure 39. The value of spillage in adclitir)n
to the blced flow was determined by the automated procedure of Ref. 8. 'rho logic of
this automated procedure does not permnit calculation of spillage at or above the design
Nlachi number of thle inlet. Hence, the comparison Is limited and no convk~sion many he
drawn. No determination of additive drug was mnade in the test, and, hevce, io
comparison Is pofisible for the predicted value of' additive drag.

EFFECT OF INLET DE.SIGN VARIABLE'S

The effects of varioas design variables were examline'd theoretically by :he
method described herein. For these studies, a simple single ramp two-dimensional irictt
was considered. The baseline Inlet Is shown in Figure 40. The Inlet consists o,- a
10-degree ramp which Is 10 units In length, Since in both conical flow :uid

* ~two-dimren~sional flow, the flow depends only on direction, thle units of length are not
* essential, only the ratios of lengths, Trho cowl is 5 units high and thle iniet is 10 units

*In width. The baseline inlet has no leading t!' ;e sweepback or sidewalls,
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Effect ot Sid~iIjW

The re,,lts of the three-dimensional analysis described herein were compared to
those of a two-dimensional analysis based oal linearized theory. The effect of
sidespillage on the captured strnamtube is Illustrated in Figure 41. The cue of a
-10-degrme ramp with the freestrearn Mach number of 2.5 was considered for this
example. The streamtube di-taymlned from the three-dimensional analysis is the
irregular area ABCD, The upper portion of the strearntube, line AB, results from
tracing the streamlines upstream from the top surface of the cowl, Freettream flow

e OF INLITB-
A -

3.

2

0 --

-.6 -4 -- C -

D WIWAN0U FROM INLET 1O00, UNITI

FIGURE 41. Comrsukon of Captiwd SNuntubmse, MU" 2.,. a 10 Do .
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which is above this line is spilled over the top of the cowl and is not captured by tile
inlet. The side portion, line B3C, is determined from the side of the inlet. Flow to the
right of this line is spilled to the side of the inlet. Corner B originates at the cowl of
the inlet and thus divides the flow over the comner from the sidespillage. The rectangle
AEFD is the captured streamtuhbe for the two-dimensional model. Note that since the
flow is two-dimensiconel at the niidplane of the inlet for this case, the heights of the
streamtubes at this point are identical. The excess spillage over the two-dimensional
case is the difference between the spillage of area GEFC and the gain of area ABG. It
is obvious in this case that there is a loss in capture area due to sidespillage. The
difference in capture area ratio is presented for the various Mach numbers in Figure 42
for a ramp angle of 10 degrees. In this case, the net sidespillage is an almost constant
10% over the Mach number range considered. The net sidespillage will vary depending
upon the Mach number and inlet geometry.

The effect of uidespillage on the additive drag coefficient for the same case is
shown in Figure 43. The effect of sidespillage as revealed by the three-dimensional
analysis is a significant decrelise in inlet additive drag as compared with thitt predicted
by two-dimensional theory. This results from a combinatiott of three effects.
Examination of the pressure forces has revealed that the upper surface of the
stream tube is the major contributor to the total drag force. The presence of
sidespillage reduces the surface area on the upper surface since some of the flow is
spilled. In addition, the deflections on the Lipper surface of the streamrtube are less for
conical flow as evidenced by the upper region ABG in Figure 41. This results in
reduced local pressures and hence, ieduced drag. Finally, the presence of high velocities

44TWO-DIMENSIONAL-

THEORY

0. - ~ NET SIOES IPILLA 0E

THEORY

2.0 2 .
MACH NUMSER, M

FIOURE42. Contphob of Captun AnassRao, a 1 olowgm
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near the side edge of the ranmp can result in negative V.¢ssure coefficients. In many
cases, the side of the streamtube iG found to reduce the total drag. The net effect of
these three factors is a decrease in additive drag resulting from sidespillage as compared
with the two-dimensional model. This result causes doubts about the method of
Pawltkowski in which it is assumed a priori that the spillage drag is an additional term
to the two-dimensional additive drag.

Effect of Ramp AM.e

The first design variable examined was the angle of the inlet ramp. Deflections
of 5, 10 and 15 degrees were considered for Mach numbers of 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0, The
effect of ramp angle on the inlet capture area ratio is presented in Figure 44. As
expected, the capture area ratio decreases with increasing ramp angle for all Mach

1.0

M-3.0

M a 2.1

M,, 2.0

u o.u

O's

0.4 I

0 a 10 11

RAMP ANOLE, 0, DIG

FIGURE 44. Effect of Ramp Angle on Inlet Captuue Ame. Ratio.
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numbers. The freestream shapes of the captured streamtubes are shown in Figure 45
for a freestream Mach number of 2,5. Similar trends are observed at the other Mach
numbers. As may be noted from the figure, both the spillage over the cowl and the
sidespillage are Increased with ramp angle, decreasing the capture area ratio.

The effect of ramp angle on additive drag is presented in Figure 46. The
additive drag coefficient increases with Increasing ramp angle. The additive drag as
defined in Equation 2-8 is the integral of the static pressure over the projection of the
strearntube exterior. As demonstrated in Figure 45, the capture area decreases with
increasing ramp angle or the axially projected srea of the streamntube increases, The

It F INLET

a DIGOl

S-I10 D90

4

'.1 2

-RA ANSSU ,

-I-4 -3 -2 -0

FIGURE 45. shop of Caphuud Swhunuba foa varlm Ramp A ss, M 2.5.
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FIGURE 46. Effect of Ramp Agle o0i Inlet Addit•ve D•eg.

increased ramp angle causes greater deceleration or more compression of the flow,
increasing the static pressure. Thus, both Increased pressure and area combine for an
increase in additive drag.

Effect of Mach Number

These same results have been replotted to demonstrate the effects of freestream
Mach number. The effect of Mach number on inlet capture area ratio is shown in
Figure 47. At a constant ramp angle, the capture area ratio Increases with Much
number. As the Mach number increues, the shock wave angle decreases, and the
influence of the ramp is exerted over a smaller region. At Much numbers above the
design or "shock-on-lip" Mach number, the shock wave is within the cowl, and there is
no spillage over the cowl, only sidespillage. The shapes of the captured streamtubes are
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FIGURE 47. Effoet of Mach Number on Inbt Capture Area Ratio.

presented in Figure 48 for a ramp angle of 10 degrees. Both spillage over the cowl
and sidespillage decrease as the Mach number increases,

The effect of Mach number on additive drag is shown in Figure 49. Additive
drag decreases with Mach number. The incremaing capture area ratio means that the
axially projected area of the streamtube is decreasing with Mach number. Although the
pressure behind the shock wave increases with Mach number, the pressure coefficient
which is defined as the difference from freestreamn pressure divided by the freestream
dynamic pressure, decreases with Mach number. Thus, both contributions to the
additive drag coefficient decrease with Mach number resulting in a decreasing additive
drag coefficient (not necessarily decreauing additive drag).

Effect of Sidewalls

Sidewalls are often added to two-dimensional inlets to reduce the amount of
sidespillage, An analysis was performed to investigate the effects of various sidewalls on
inlet capture area ratio and additive drag. In initialization of the computer program,
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points are specified along the leading edge of the sideplate for tracing back to
freestream. The number of points, spacing, and incremental change in the x direction
are determined by the program such that new points are introduced at each data
printing interval, and the planar relation of each printing is maintained, As in the case
without sidewalls, two points are specified in the vicinity of the side edge of the
ramp, one slightly above and one on the ramp surface. The determination of! 0erturbation velocities and the streamline trace are calculated in the same manner as
without sidewalls. The analytical model requires that the forward portion of the ramp
is not bounded by the sidewall. A portion of the ramp is necessary to establish a
conical flow regime originating from the corner of the ramp leading edge. The model
does not consider the corner flow resulting from the intersectiion of the sideplate and
the ramp, The complicated shock intersections and corner flow occur downstream of
the cowl and sideplate leading edges and thus have no effect on a streamline trace
upstream to determine mass capture area ratio and additive drag. A simple sidewall
with straight cutback, as illustrated in Figure 50, was assumed. Other sidewall shapes
could be accomodated with slight changes to the computer program. Various ratios of
the sideplate length to inlet length were assumed. The effect of sideplate geometry on
inlet capture area ratio is presented in Figure 51 for the case of a 10-degree ramp. As
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expected, increasing the sidewall area reduces the spillage, thus increasing the capture
area ratio. The shapes of the captured streamtubes are illustrated in Figure 52 for
Mach number of 2.5. All of the effect of sidewalls is shown by the distortion of the
side of the streamtube. Since the cowl was not changed, the upper portion, which was
traced from the cowl, remains undistorted. As the sidewall area is increased, the
sidespillage is reduced, and the capture area increases.

The effect of sidewalls on additive drag is shown in Figure 53. The upper
portion of the streamtube provides most of the drag. The forces on the side changes

q.OF INLET

4
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this value only slightly. Both positive and negative pressure coefficients are found in
the side of the dtreasntube. Near the edge of the ramp, the lateral perturbations
increase, resulting In local pressures loss than freestream. This tends to decrease the net
dreg of the strenamtubo. Depending on the amount of lateral spillage and the area of
the streamtube, the contribution of sidewa:,.. may to on increase or decrease in
additive drag. This is indicated in Figure 53, At a Mach number of 210, the presence
of sidewalls reduces the lateral spillage and Increases additive drag. At the higher Mach
numbers, a minimum drag occr.s. In all cases, the effect of the side Is small relative
to the greater contribution of the upper surface of the streamtube.

Effect of Leading Edie Sweepback

perpendicular to the sides, i.e., with no sweepback. The computer program was
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employed to examine the effects of leading edge sweepback. The derivation of the
perturbation velocity components was general, not limited to the case of no
sweepback, An inlet with sweepback is illustrated in Figure 54. The inlet cowl is also
swept such that the cowl Is parallel to the leading edge. To consider an inlet with
sweepback, two sides must be, considered separately with supplementary sweepback
angles. The individual solutions must be uombined to obtain the solution for the full
inlet.

The effect of leading edge sweepback on the capture area ratio of the bueline
10-degree ramp inlet is illustrated In Figure 5., There Is no change in the capture area
ratio at any of the Mach numbers considered for sweepback angles of up to 20
degrees. This may be explained by examining the captured streamtube shown in Figure
56, This was determined for the case of 20-degree sweepback at a Mach number of
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2.5. The effect of sweepback is to shift the flow laterally. Thus, the centerline ofr the
streamtute is uispluccd tforn the centerrive of tMe inlet. Comparing the streamtube
with sweepback to that without sweepback, it appears that lateral displacements on
one side a&i approximately matched by similar dhiplacements on the other side, Thus,
little effect on capture area ratio Is anticipated, Similarly, sweepback has no effect on
additive drag as shown in Flg'tre 57. Increases In drag on one side of the atreamtube
are counteracted by decreases on the other side.

I'I
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Chapter 6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF APPLICABILITY

The problem of additive drag of two-dimensional inlets has been examined. The
theory of homogeneous conical flows as described by Milne-Thomson was expanded to
determine the three-dimensional perturbation velocity components within a region of
conical flow as formed by the edge of an inlet. A computer program was written to
trace streamlines upstream from an arbitrary inlet cowl to freestream conditions. This
technique is used to determine the shape and area of the captured streamtube. The
local static pressures, as computed from the velocity field, are numerically integrated
to determine the Inlet additive drag.

The computer program was applied to a baseline inlet configuration to evaluate
the effects of various inlet design parameters: freestream Mach number, ramp angle,
sidewalls, and leading edge sweepback. Further application of the program to other
configurations such as both sidewalls and sweepback is simple.

Consideration must be given to the range of applicability of this technique. One

limitation is the small perturbation assumption which is the basis of the method of
homogeneous conical flows. It is assumed that the perturbation components are small
relative to freestream velocity or ui/V 4 1. For two-dimensional flow,

- ot tan p

and

w=• V C(6-1)

For Mach numbers greater than / or 1.41, the tangent of the Mach angle is
less than unity and the vertical component w is the limiting condition.

If, for example, it is assumed that w/V 0.3 Is a reasonable limit of the
assumption of a small perturbation velocity, the theory may be applied to ramp angles
of up to 17.2 degrees, independent of Mach number. Other choices of the definition
of a "small perturbation" will result in different limiting ramp angles.

An alternate approach is to compare the perturbation velocities obtained by
oblique shock theory and by linearized theory for two-dimensional flow. These
perturbation velocities in the vertical and axial directions are compared in Figures 58
and 59, respectively. As has been previously observed, the vertical perturbation velocity
in two-dimensional linearized theory is independent of Mach number. Since the
perturbation velocities by both theories are less than freestream velocity, the magnitude
of the differences In perturbation velocity divided by freestreamn velocity was i

considered to be a valid criterion In determining the range of applicability of the Thi
additive drag analysis. The range is presented in Figure 60 for various differences. This
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figure was controlled by the longitudinal perturbation velocities. The vertical velocities
demonstrated smaller differences for the same conditions, As can be seen from the
figure, this method may be applied for reasonable ranges of Mach number and inlet
ramp angle.
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Appendix A
DERIVATION OF COMPATIBILITY RELATIONSHIPS

The complex velocity components U(e), /(e), and W(e) are not independent
since their real parts, u, v, and w, are velocity components of an irrotational flow,
Since u, v, and w are homogeneous functions of degree zero in coordinates x, y, and
z, the velocity potential from which they are derived must be homogeneous of degree
one. Let f(x,y,z) be a homogeneous function of degree n. Euler's theorem states that

xfr ý yfy + zf2 -nf (A-1)

where subscripts indicate partial differentiation. For the velocity potential 0, n = 1

x4x + yoy + zO =4 (A-2)

Since

3Xk

4"- XU- yv- zw (A-3)

Therefore

dO.- udx- vdy- wdz- xdu- ydv- zdw (A-4)

But by chain rule of differentiation,

dq, - lxdx + 4ydy + 0zd udx - vdy - wdz (A-5)

By subtracting from Equation A-4

xdu + ydv + wdz - 0 (A-6)

Since the complex components u$, v$, and w* are also perturbation components of

some conical flow, it follows that

xdu* + ydv* + wdz* a 0 (A-7)

By multiplying by I and adding to Equation A-6

x(du + idu*) + y(dv + idv*) + z(dw + idw*) - 0 (A-8)
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Since

du + idu* "dU O/de

where ' indicates differentiation with respect to e, Equation A-8 becomes

xu + yv + ÷' zW' 0 (A-9)

Partial differentiation with respect to x yields

if + (xVf + yV+z + z 0 (A-1O)

or

Oflex u- I + yL/' + zW") (A-I 1)

Differentiating Equation A-10 with respect to y and z yields

-- - x + y + ZVI) (A-12)
ex e y ez i

This is the compatibility equation for inotational flow, It may be reduced further for
application. From the definition of e,

x tan+ (A-13)

where

R2 •(x 2 tan2O- y2. -z 2 )1/2

By logarithmic differential of Equation A-13

dowdy +dz tandx+dR2  (1*n~li~~nA (A-14)e Y--"z XtanU+R2

Differentiating R2 a x2 tan2 I - y2 - z2 yield,

2R2 dR 2 = 2x tan2 u dx - 2ydy - 2zdz (A-I S)
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By substituting into Equation A-14

de 4y+idz tanp'dx+ 1/R 2(x tan2 1 dx- ydy - zdz)
e - y +-'r '-- x tan I + R 2 (A - 16)

de edx e ez•
d x +e d (A-17)
e e e--u~ -dz

By collecting terms of dx

ex tan p dx + I/R 2 (x tan 2 p dx)" x an/ + R2(A-1)!
x tan )AR2

ex R2 tun IA + x tan 2 /1
S 2R(x tan F + R2

tan p (R2 + x tan P)
• " R2(x tan P +lA2-'7

ex tan.8 ex

v .. or - iiit-pa• g7• (A. 1)

By collecting terms of dy in Equation A-16

d /R2(- ydy)
ex tan p It2

Since

e= y+iz
xtan A + R•2

y + lz * #(x tan p + R2) (A-21)

Thus,

e(x tan A+ R7 + R7 'tn+ 2)
iil •yR , + y2

e eR2 (x tan p + RI) (A-22)
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or

R2 + ye
ey = R2(x tan p + R2)

or

ey I 1A-23)

R 2 + ye =2

By collecting terms of dz in Equation A-16

•• idz I/R 2 (- zdz)
e"ftn ' (A-24)

Similar to the y components,

+ ze (A-25)

x tanU + R

Thus, from Equations A-19, A-23, and A-25

ex - R 
(1-26)

et nta÷Rn xty , R2

From Equation A-12

Swt
ex e Y e3

j/f ~ R2 + ye(-
"Vax (x tan' IA+ R2 )(- 6 tan)A5 (A-27)

Consider each term separately

R,
Term I -(x tanIA + R21( tatin -A
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From Equation B-5 in Appendix B

R2 x2 tan 2"p (0- r2 )

Term I - x tan a(1 - r2)1 I

(x tan p + tan p ( - r2 ) 1l)(e tan I)

Term I =w I-r)!

(1 +(I - r2 ) 112/C tan M

From Equation B-9

I -R
2  2

Thus,

Ter 1I (A-28)

The second term in Equation A.27 is

Term 2 = (' tun P + )(" e tan

From liquation B-2

N - r coo 0 - -----x tan 0

y a (r cos )(x tanju)

By substituting for y and for R2 from Equation B-5

Term 2 a , (r you 0Xc t-anp)
(x tanm +x tan W1 - r2 ) 1 2 I[- e tan] I

Term 2 c (A.29)
e tanM (I +(I - r2 )1/2)
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From Equation B-8

I - R
I +R2

and from Equation B.IO

2R
I +R

Equation A.29 becomes

2R
e Cos - ecos2R

Term
etan II+ - tan$(t1+R 2 +I-R 2 )

I + R
-2R cos

Term 2 =2e tanR u (A-30)

Combining the terms A-28 and A-30, Equation A-27 becomes

V �0.. -(R 2) 2.RcosG

V*= *=R 2 -2#RcouO- 1 (A-31)e x - 2e tan i A....( -t

Since

e a Re'0 R cos0 + Ri#in 0
eIR w cos 0 + I sin 0
R/e e" colo- isin0

e/R + R/e a 2 coo 9
e2 +R 2 w2Recos6

62 w 2Re cosr0 - R2

-(1 +e2) w- I - 2Re cos0 +R 2) (A-32)

By substituting into Equation A-31

"e 2e tan)
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or

= (A-33)2c tan p +(1 + 2 )

In a manner similar to the above deviation for V, from Equations A-12 and A-26

ex 6z

Wt .e iR 2 +ze
___" (x tanw + _RD(_ etan A) (A-34)

as before, In Equation A.28, the first term becomes

i I l- 112)
Term I a 1 eianp

Since s* - r sin 0 - z/x tan I, the second term of Equation A-34 becomes

Term 2 , (x tan p + R2)(- tan )

2er sin 0Term 2 n "' tan p

and Equation A-39 becomes

W1  ez -1(1- R2 )R 2er sin)
)y = •x • ... . 2e tan j (A-35)

Again,

/R -cos 0 + 1 sin 0
R/e e- 10 . cos 0-I sin 0

e/R - R/e -21 sin0

e2 2Rei sin 0 +R2

- e- I - 2Re sin 0 - R2

- t(- e2) I(I - R2)- 2Re sin 0
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From Equation A-34

exA Te-tan p

Combining with Equation A-33

which are the compatibility relationships for irrotatlonmi flow. (-6
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Appendix B
DERIVATION OF SIMPLIFYING RELATIONSHIPS

FOR THE BUSEMANN TRANSFORMATION

The following relationships are useful in deriving the compatibility relationships
described in Appendix A. Consider Busemann's complex variable

y+ Iz
e -x tan • 2(B-I)

where R2 , (x2 tan 2 y - z /2

The x, y, and z symbols are Cartesian coordinates and I is the Mach angle
sin-1 I/M. The dimensionless variables r, s, and s* may be employed in mapping from
the physical plane to the e plane, where

y
so r cos 9 = x--a (B-2)xtan pA

z
s* r sin 0  t -

8 + is*
l+( - s2 - s*2)1/2

e r(cos 0 + i sin 0) Rei(B3)1 +(0 - r2 )1 / 2  R

where

Rr ! ( -r2)1/2
R= = (B-4)1 +( - r2 )1/ 2  r

Proof I: R2 x 2 tan2 P(I - r2)

R2= x2 tan2  _ y2 - z2  X2 tan2 2 *s2 tan2 p s,2 tan2 p

x2 tan 2 p (I - s *- s2) x 2 ton 2  (I- r2 cos 2 0- r2 sin 2 0)

R2 x2 tan 2' (I - r2 ) (B-5)
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Proof 2: _{T7'- R
I +

from Equation B.4

r

R2 . 1 - 2(1 r2)1 2• + I-r

r2R,

R2=2"- 2(l " 2)1/2 - r2 

.

2_ (- r2)1/2 -r2 
!

I'R2"1" r2 '

- r2 •2 + 2(l -f)1/2÷ ,2.22Ir)/
+ -2 2r 2 +2( r 2) / (B-6)

r2

iI + +R2 r2 + 2- 2ýf - r2)11/2 -..r2
Sii

r2r

I + 1 (B-7)

I - R2 +2r - 2 +2(1 - r2 )1 /2/r 2 A,2 r2)1/2

1+R 2  2- 2(1- r2 )/ 2 /r2 2

(- ,. 1 +(I- 2)1121 [1 +(I - r2 1112 1

i t-(1r 2)
tl = r2,, +(1- )112- ,(1 - _r2)1/2 -(1- •)/2 +(1 2

rr"

,r2(i -_r2(B-8)
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Proof 3: 1•- R2

From Equation B36

.R21 24 - 2 + 21-r2)1,/2 L242- 2÷+2(l -r2)1/21].I + (I r2)1/21 !

"r" r2 1 +(l -r

.2r 2  2+ 21 - r')l/2 '+ 2r2(I - r2)1/ - 2X1 r2)1/2 +2(f- r2)
r2 1 +( r2)/2)

"" 2r2(I. r2)/1 ,. 2

r2 fl +(I - r2)1/2 1

I - R-'. (B9)

Proof4: r 2aI +p2

From Equation B-4

r

From Equation B-7

2 +R- -2 (- r2)1 /2  21 - (I - r2),/2)I, R r2 "r2

By substitution for R

I + R2 =2R
r

Thus,

2R
I + R 2  

(3-1O)
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Appendix C
LISTING AND SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

C THIS PROGRAM TRACM THC STRCAMLINCS FROM THE COWL
C OF AN INLET USING THE METHOD Or )4OMOIGCNCOUS CONICAL
C FLOWS - MIL.NE-THONSON

COMPLEX EPSANu,AI.Ul,CUCV.CbII.CWa.CVWi
V ~COMPLEX CVCLI .CVCL&.CVCL3

DIMENSION XlO3003),Yt3CO@.XO),ZI300.53OP4300,30)
WRITE4S, 136)

IRS rORMATISIPI

C INITIALINE PRONLCM
CRAP a 3.14111154/180IS.

35 REAOIS.11O) AMACI4
110 PRMftATcorI0.31

iriAMACH.LT,0.0) 00 T0 35
WRITEIS,III) AMACH

tiI roRMATli.oSW rRtESTREAM MACH NUMUER a * 63

VASTAR-SORTE I.R'AMACN'AMACMII I.*.l*AMACN*A"ACNII

02CROm. 70AMACHOAMACHOPZCRO
AMUwASIN(I i /AMACH)
TANMUWYANI AMUI
UINwmI .0

C OKC~tINLET AND INITIALIZE GRID
READ IS IIOIALPHA .XCOWL *ZCOU4L XSIOEWIDN, DELTA
WIDIH.WIOTHiS.@
2%IC9.NS IDE TANI ALPMA*CRADI

NSIDE.S+1. IC OXCOWL-XSIOCI I XCOWL
NLINEwI+lN6IDE
Dlim ICOWL-iS IDE /NSIOIC

too rORtMATlIEIio.rio.%i
WRITEIS. I IEALPNA,XCOWLZCOHL.XSIOEsItDE

tit rORMAT4' INLET RAMP ANGL9 * ,rio.3.i.
11 COWL COOROS w '.NVJO.3.P.l SIDE COOROS a I.IrIO.31
WRIT946. I IIWIDTI4.OELTA

113 IPORMAT410H INLET WIDTH4 r.iC.3,1.
111W INLET SWEEP ANOLE r JooRa
WRITEIS, 1161
MWINO-ALPNAOCRAO
IUICELTA.E@.30.@I 00 TO SO
Cl-I .@IITAIIDELTA*CRAOI I

CO*LAMm-TAN#UI ITAN4OELTA*CRtA0II
AL#IOA&ACOS ICOSLAMI1
TWI9TAu. .SALMSDA
00 TO %I

S0 TM6TAw%*.@.CRAO
ALMSOAegO.0 *CRAO

SI 0lwCOSIlHIVA)

XWI IA LIa I&
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a U~tA0.-ALPH4A.CNA~oTANN4UISBNIAL.4SOAI

Ink

00 10 %001.11

11 OR#IA? 4811,SXV1t031B

c No *BO5PLAII

IM rORMA4AIB,t'H NO SI@CPLATC

JX=0

HOwNLINI-1

KBI ,I.N)CON.

C 114L11 WBITH SICIPLA?C
itOXKfCOWL-XSIIOI)PHIO

* . Ill VWRIf411ATII.BeM SBIPAI

J xI
NNMBO*GmcOWLlOx * B

00 93 Joif.NS

* a I.B41OJ-LI j BI.Bo

81 B.J102uN f.IS 0

VONL IUS..i11
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C VAI.UATION Or CONSTANT$

CfatiNI ALPHAOCRAOI

CVo-CUO(NOTANMUI
CWI.-URCAOO'CNPLX41.O.0.0II.O*.I0S.liS@31J49TANhUI

C STRCANLINK 70ACC

NOu46NL INEIXjN*(NIDI~IS
KEENDGO 1

00 20 tuI.NoM

C MOYAlI COORDINATES

IrIJl.I@.NLINCI)XI II*A0O
lrIMR.LI.0.00 00 TO 34
CNICKU IKN'R'XTANNU'TANNU-'VR*YR-IOR*IR

Ir lcb~cck.LI.O.I0 to 30
C PO IN IS I:~NAWITHIN AC CONt, USK CONICAL FLOW

ROUSOMmRT I CHICK

IPSwCMPLEE YR/OINOM., laO9NOMI)

C CONICAL PCRTURNAT ION COMPONCINS

CrNUiEIA54ANUbeIl*bANUlII.4AI-ANUISI9i-ANUl)

CVIL I CU9CLOGICrNUI
VXwRIAL(CV9I.I
71I.1.4A10ANUsol. /IuIOANUP

TINS. *AI *ANU#.I. 'SIANU
72.II.IIAI.AIPISCLO0OIAI*ANUI#ANU)II4.Ig.UI6091b

I *CLOOI ESI4ANUlVANUl)

11"CLOOI ISI1-ANW 1ANU)
1~wS.A1*I CLOOIAI4.ANUl.II560CC.OI@4IIAD4UI
160ASOAI *CLOO IAI-ANUIO.lOMIICLOO491-ANUD

UYwMEAL ICVEILiS

CVKIoCNI'I -TI4TN4TS-T0.-TU.TSI.OWI
U~mMCAI.ICVILU)

@0 TO m
C 714O 06MCUSIONAL FLOM

S& TANA a * M
IVITAHA.OK.TAWNNJIO TO 34

C TWO PINIINSIONAL 4PLANAR) FLOW

UYEUXKROOCU

UZoALPHWAOCRAO
00 TO as

C UNOISTUMIO FLOW
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611REAI.WCt hRACK TO UPSINKAM POSITION
M VKLXouINF.UX

VVRQRT IV3LX*VULX.VtLVeVEL V.VUL3.WCLEI
VPoVV*VASYMR

30 NT*XN-DX

II UOlR-Ol

PA-mT

%S Email?
100 UORMAT401ISSePIS.111

111I0I.JI-CIGNT-CIONT

ye I*, I too y?
3S CON? I MIX

11 rMMA 4107ri.4
ND.MxeII

IOPINO.NI.NLINCIIO Ta 31

31 CONY IMUK

III7@NASII)

00 71 Im§.NXX.1@
MAIWKIS, 5261

ISHII I .0o .4m.GWIP I .0) I

IPIW.NENLIOI00TO 71

110 FOUATI INS)
C STMANI'USS AMA CALCULATION

ARMA a 01.0

'.3 AMCA a ARtA+OAMA

AOACoAMCAAIIMP

MRSITIES.13410 AMA.AOAC
13 FORMATEOsIOUS4 TR9ANIUOI AMCA a .FI4.2. SON AOIFAC a
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C ADOITIVI DRAG CALCULATION
DMAGOm.0
ATOTUO*
OTOT 0:*

JE~mI I
DO@ ISI .INo
DO SO .1-1.10

so RAOwO.AG*O0ADIAI4D

13 ORMAO.0,1A SAD 9RAG Ur
SOMDAO*OIAOlOOA@~*ltO

CDRAO.DRA@IAC MAARP01010

DO 4I I.I.NO.10
00 00 jullNLINI
tIffI(1ID1.90,OI@O To as
liViI.0.NLINCIOIUO0 TO 60

* liVJ.LT..JXX) 00 TO SS
171 1.0? ..Jmm 00 To $I

ADMAO-ADI ADI.ADX
00 TO so

AP RAGeOAGOI 4AOE4D4

67 CO#4TIWJI

bRIT148, liii
I25 PORI4ATit.17M TOTAL GIRIANTIS61

CCRA@.oDA601IARPCFGGRCR0
WRlITIIS. XIlIDPASCORAO,AT@T

131 FORMATION DRAG a lG.IO a rie.O.O.
IlkN lUNl GVRrACI ARIA *P01
WRIT946, gi*)

II GO TO so
56 RI?9166,tlS

(V STOP
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SMnak Printout

"FmgES¶lffAM MACH NVIM3ftR - 8.00

IN1 RIAW A N..C 10.000

C"OWL *OORDa 10.000 S.800

%lo COOODS a 10.000 1.163
IML91 WIDtH a 6.000

INi.tt *W99P ANftI 0 30.000

1 I l0.0Y0 -9.000 0.000

I a 1,o000 -e.000 0.000

1 3 10.000 -',000 S.000

14' 10.000 -3.000 0.000
* 310,000 -3.000 S.000

• 10,000 -&.SOO 0.000
• 1O,10000 -1.000 .000

1 I 10.000 -1.000 %.0oo

' I 0o10.000 -1.000 S.000

1 10 10.000 -.000 3.000

I II 10.000 .000 1.000

NO 10IOPLATE

I Is 10.000 .000 4.313

l 13 10.000 .000 2.701

I 14 10.000 .000 3.01"

I It 10.000 .000 8.111

I It 10.000 .000 1.111

I 17 10.000 -. 111 1.763

*l . KIloJI VII,JI ll,d PII..Jl

I 1 10.00000 -0.00000 5.00000 .Oe4a

1 a 16.00000 -0.0000 o.00000 .o0l6

I 3 10.00000 -4.00000 5.00000 .046O 1

1 ' 10.00000 -1.-0000 0.00000 .0.691

1 0 10.00000 -3.00000 9.00000 .03018

I 10.00000 -1.I0000 O.O0o0o .0oa1s

1 7 10.00000 -1.00000 0,00000 .014163

I I 10.00000 -1.00000 3.00000 .400660

1 10.00000 -1.00000 0.00000 .0lll

10 10.00000 -.00000 0.00000 .01318

II 10.00000 .00000 3,00000 .01011

I oi 10.00000 .00000 4.30163 .00710

II1 10.00000 .00000 S170021 .00310

I 14 10.00000 .00000 3.0190 -. 00113

I Is O O .0000O .0 11000 4.4106 -.0141.

I Is 10.00000 .00000 1.8087s -.00, 14

1 I 16.OO6 0 9 ,. -11167 1.17117 -,00306

I .1 EII.J) Yii,.j) lI.l.l P41.1,

* II I O.90070 -3.00000 4.9121 .S1iM
II-'0..0 -4.0000 .91211 .0*LO

I.0 116
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' 9.50760 -3."0000 4.91311 .046O a
a 9.50561 -3. 0a00 '.843• .0las
I 6 0.0400 -. SI•17 ',.93308 .03657

I 7 0.,0916 -. 0834' 4.6413% .0470e
aI 1.0117 -1,I6•6'• 4.9.601 .0043
0 3,49003 -I.0174 4S11•613 .01•34

I to0 .4066I -. 01740 4.•6407 .01463
_. .6II I,'740 -. 016637 4.T70• .01110

a I a 1,90111 -. 0311v4 '.3sil .00•63
'I 1 -I.4I131 -.04610 3.6II1I .00413
I ,4 6.4,340 -.06133 3,0.165 -.00003
a, It ,.16,4, -.00043 0.4..67 -.00o30

o 9 -.40116 -. 003?7 1.4337 -.08969
,, 17 ,.076, -.366a. ,.67040 -. 06401

I 1 N l,,Jl VtIJP ziI,.J) PII,Ji
CI 1 -01.011 -".00000 4.•8635 .•4690
at a oa01s1 -4.50000 4.68030 .04536
a1 3 0.01,0l -4.00000 4.06635 .04691
&1 4 3.011 -3.60000 4.8166% .04636
as 1 0.01103 -3.01183 4,83610 .04636
II a 3.00833 -R.93830 %,l6641 .03771
I 7 3.00105 -8.04871 4.7634 .03037
61 63.00306 -I. S4080 4631 .06436&1 6 9.00031 "l,011ll 4.I1076 .06036

I& 10 0.3764 -.591163 4.31067 .016I3
&I II 8-9016 --.0406 4.332115 .01164
&I it 6.33343 -ý06746 4.30833 .U0363
No 3 6.40117 -.06101 3.66767 .00630
II 14 I.36778 -"1I010 3.04000 .00111
&I IS to 66l3l -. 16400 l,48071 -. 00826
as Is 2.01689 -.36443 1.93070 -.01148
II 17 0.0151l -.%Ross 1.60368 -. 01073

I i XIl.Jl YIl,Jl ill,J) PIiji
31 I 6.56173 -".00000 4.73113 .04611
31 6.561171 -4.50000 4.73053 .04611
31 3 I.0I87I .- 4.00000 4.73552 .04661
II 4 6.56676 -3.50000 4.73103 .04636
aI 0 6.5l068 -3.01803 4.79137 .04636
31 6 4.I1640 -0-031606 4,70113 .04656
31 7 0-01097 -6.03701 4.811l0 .03•63
II 6 06.0550 -1".6798 4.63757 .00113
31 6 1.10113 -1.07330, 4.00176 .0304
31 10 6.40718 -.17100 4.66307 .016
I3 I 640366 -. 07008 4.0671 .01366
3i II 0.4I5076 -.03641 4.7II1 .01004
11 13 6.40755 -. 18931 3.94'.64 .00?00
38 l4 0.46117 -. 17010 3.08366 .00364
31 II .4716 - ,466I3 0.48047 -.001" 1
31 be 6.4736 -.40330 1,60201 -.00603
II 17 l4lll70 -.6l360 1.50110 -. 00400
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I J X1 II .14 YB 8|.. JI 8 IB Pf I .J)
41 I 3.03036 -5.00000 4.65870 .0460

4l 3 1.003O -. 0.0O000 :.65170 .-4600

48l % 6.03030 -5.60000 4. Gg70 .04631
tog 6 8.0310 -3.01003 4.666T4 .046OO
4I 6 6.03106 -8.-3666 4.66410 .046, 8

41 7 8,01007 -8.06077 4.73366 .04603
41 3 1.00901 -1.5313 4.P7391 .03473
04 3 6.00100 -1.0671 4.o0837 .0716

481 0 7.4710 -.01111 4.84021 .01,11
48 II 7.9191 -.00641 4.37111 .0368
41 If 7.61I80 -. 10303 4.848ll .01836
48 82 7.16443 -. 16618 3.01063 .colla
48 14 7.717% -. 11739 3.00251 MlOoIs
41 86 7.37016 -. 34110 .,40431 .00101
4l I6 7.37331 -. 90803 1.11910 -. 00100
48 17 6.03036 -.77"33 1.14157 .00069

I J M1l.J) Yll.J8 Ill.JI Ptl,.Jl
%1 I 7.0373I -3.00000 4.05066 .0463I
*I & 7.S3708 -%.$0000 4.6666l .04663

11 2 7.173?I -4.00000 4.36066 .04563
11 4 7.3376 -31.,0000 4.36566 .046O 1
*1 6 7.03071 -".0813 4.47978 .04038
$1 6 7.9064l -R-53606 4.6074l .0*469

*1 7 7.0i267 -1.06071 4.04702 .04633

%1 6 7.51%13 -1.31642 4.69I10 .04691
11 3 7.30013 -1.1000l 4.74647 .02771
*1 10 7.41916 -.60231 4.761114 .0744
II I 7.4097 -. 00783 4,63247 .01147

38 I 7.46667 -. 143I1 4.30343 .013916
11 13 7.4I160 -,19950 3.56377 OlOw4
*1 14 7l07.07 -. .7467 I.I6736 .00761
38 Is 7.4I61 -. 41844 3.301I0 .00371
8 Is 7.4730 -. 661015 1.6I1100 .00140
18 17 7.37?17 -. 8011 1.331 .00461

I J XlII.J YII.0J 111.0 Pli.ii

Go 8 1.l046 -6.00000 4.47301 .046M
6t 1 7.04001 -4.10000 4.41306 .04633
11 2 7.04007 -4.00000 4.47301 .04631

a$ 4 7.04567 -3.00000 4.47006 .046O 4
08 S 7.04318 -2.0161O0 4.40160 .04603
*I 6 7.03014 -. 3.6801 4.08065 .04661

68 7 703.110 -3.060177 4.40110 .04601
6I 6 17.0l7l -1.53II3 4.606ll .04638
111 7.01310 -1.10005 4.I6306 -. 00744
III o 7.00063 -l.6061 4.731417 -. 00744
GI II 6.30730 -. 10003 4.1010 -. 00744
oI Isl. 90%114 -. 10400 4.17320 .0l601

68 12 6.37065 -.04684 3.6991 .0813
Ol 84 6.37346 -. 31736 0.3167 .00336
as Of 0.36170 .415113 1.11401 .90611
II 0 6..31731 -. 71131 1.77013 .00110

+ • I . . .. . I. I. I I . . . .... . . . .
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so 17 7.04057 -.37176 1.84118 .0070o 6

t x i , ) i l ,i l s lit ,J P 1 l,J )

71 I 6Slas -1.00000 4.4eomI -.00744
71 1 6.01365 -'.600000 4.40008 -. 00744
71 311.111l4 -4.00000 4.4008 -.00744
78 4 *.Sol*% -3.10000 4.40068 -.00744

71 5 :.04747 -3,06::3 '4:'4:::s -.007447I ImT71 "].O18] 4.4%091 -.00744

7i 78 7 .11II11 -8.01177 4.58163 -. 00744
71 a 0.076 -. 11111143 4.66l68 -. 00744
71 N6 .11011711 -1.1000% '4.668 10 -. 00744
78 80 0.43303 -. 01il 4.71389 -. 00744
71 .1 6.47064 -.10063 4.60018 -. 007410
71 II 6.46407 -. 17738 4.i1333 .01946

78 13 6.47804 -.•5477 31.1183 .08468
71 84 ,.47088 -.35694 11 o0110 .08l36
71 15 0.46109 -.63435 8.31167 .00171
71 86 0.47737 -.96116 8.71437 .lO000
78 17 0.65317 -1.05871 8.I6560 .08096

8 J XiIl,JB YB I,J8 ill ,J8 PSIlJI

41 8 6.04410 -6.00000 4.3304 -. 00744
41 3 6.04410 -4.50000 4.13994 -. 00744
11 3 6.044O 0 -4.00000 4.13934 -. 00744

II 4 6.04480 -3.50000 4.36334 -. 00744
111 6 6.04038 -3.01883 4.41137 -. 001416
I8 S 6.03373 -11.0341 4.40978 -. 00744
Wi 7 6.08378 -1.06877 4.l1646 -. 00744S

sB 6 6.0i838 -1.61043 4.33073 -. 00744
go 3 6.93319 -1.10016 4.66010 -. 00744
sI 80 6.90347 -.60686 4,7384 -. 00744
81 I8 5.07800 -. 10091 4.30333 -. 00744
38 i1 5.03616 -. 13144 4.00688 -. 00744
1I 83 5 37700 -. 17S70 3.46074 .01704

41 84 5.36694 - .30116 1.10117 .01311

so Is 6.36030 -.50600 1.99i86 .Ol110
I I8 6.111134 -. 3174 1.110614 .0883

G6 17 6.06076 -8,88411 I.1666l .01383

1 11 i l,J4 YIl..) *8lil PistI
1111 I l.03664 -S,00000 4.3000S -. 00746

8 6 0.63464 -4.00000 4.39006 -. 00744
38 116.0111114 -4.00000 4.31030 -. 00744
" "8 4 3.63604 -3.,0000 4.9l030 -. 00744
s8 6 3..32876 -31,01113 4.41049 -. 00744

1181 6 I .068617 -0.26363 4,40704 -. 00744
11 7 11.111,17 -1.06877 4.68400 -. 00744
.8 6 63046" -1.i9043 4.37004 -. 00744

N8 9 6.40062 -1.10090 4.111148 -. 00144
1 1I 80 S.47731 -. l6Os6 4,7318 -. 00744
68 II I .46463 -. 10041 4.00740 -. 00744
3 II 0.14703 -. 10144 4.03033 -. 00744
of 81 0.47070 -.8060 3.4431 .081431
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61~ .47076 - .48075 8.048h* .01603

at It 5.46077 - .03312 8.84006 .01390

@1 to 5.40100 -.90444 1.110505 .011.31

0I 0, 00633 -1-10010 sells5 .01070

lot 1 0.01003 -5.00000 4.30017 -.00744

l0t a S.08662 -4.00000 4.36007 -,00114%
laol 0.08904 -4.00000 4.30017 -.00744.

II101 4 S.08100 -3.00000 4.39037 -.00744

lot 1 0.08010 -3.01803 41419111 -.007144

l0t a 0.01961 -8.63010 4,41006 -.00744
l01 7 bOlp 00 -1,06877 4.01370 -.00744

lo 4,90710 -1,06643 4.076006 -.0744

lt t 4.07036 -.00619 4.73064 -.00744
101 it 4.0"0s? -.10083 4.00607 -.00744

101 1& 4.0003 -. 10144 4.00440 -.007464

101 Is 4.97981 - .11001 3.40103 .00744

l0t 1P4 4006187 41444110 4.60611 .01200

101 It 4 10"$@1 -.07361 1.10100 @01069

101 to 4.00040 -1,04040 1.11137 .01901

101 17 0.07000 -1.,1141147 .990310 Algae

I D EI* V4I,.J) 21l,.J1 P1I,J)

Il I 4,111 -0.00000 4.30720 -,0071.4
II 8 4,111-4.00000 4,117119 -.007416

oil 3 4.08141 -1.00000 4301780 -.00144
Ill 4 411. 3,00 .08 -.00744

II 0 4.61764 -3.01193 4.41078 -.00744

6I 4.91100 -81,3069 14,49007 -.00744
II 7 4.00100 -8-.00177 %.$look -.00744.

6I 4.40004 -1.000143 4,07600 -.00744

aI 4.47091 -1.10004 4.00701. -.00744
to 1 4.40100 -. 600610 4.78971 -.00744

Ill %4,1.0441 -.1*0003 '$.e0s0@ -.00744

Its Is 41.4000 -.10144 P4.00304 -.00744
ill 13 4.40680 -. 10901 S. 404 14 -.00744

Ill 14 4,440006 -.10103 8.70791 .01070

Its Is 4.1.0000 -. 70704. 8.10300 .01010
II S 4,.4007 -1.00079 1.411171 I0lli.s

1$: 17 F4. 0030 -1.80300 .90010 1041336

I X E I.jl Ylib I 8.* i. j) P81 .%I
Il 4.01300 -0.00000 It.319040 -,0014%

II 8 4.01306 -4.00000 4,39640 -. 00744

II 3 4.01306 -4.00000 .3100100 ..0071.41
Ill of 4 .01306 -2.00000 12364.0 -.00744

lei 9 4.01000 -3.01113 4.41704 -.001744

lei 0 4.00300O -4.03696 4.49410 - .00744

li 7 3.90340 -11.06417 4,51103 -. 007144
lot a 3.99100 -1.00043 4.97713 -. 0074164
off 9 3.00700 -1.10010 4.00070 -.00714%

lei 10 3.900404 -.00010 4.71007 -. 00744
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lem Is 3.os8s -. 10063 4•g0O40 -.00744
,II Ill 3.953&7 -.I1i014 .4.01O - .0074'
lei 13 3.96060 -O.8951 3,40304 -.o 0074
toIII I4 3.O090 -.4664, 4.70370 -. 0074'pop Is 3.66881 -.736pol 2.04917 .04191
lot Is 3,90440 -1.s1300 1.23441 -,O08elet 17 4.0911s' -1.333gg .711136 .087.0

131 1 3.5063k -5.0oo000 .30500 -. 0074.
131 3 3.110631 -4.00000 4.391191 -.007'.4131 4 3.l0631 -3,60000 4.30656 -. 00744
535 I 3.,0853 -3.01103 4.41696 -. 00744
I2I 6 3.4111194 -a.53ess .,45430 -. 00744
131 7 3.4059O -. 06877 4.6 104 -.007'4
131 6 3.47'.3 -1.-5043 4.7131 -.007?4
131 9 o.460O0 -1.I0015 46,667 -. 007144131 I0 3.4'.70 -.6O06S 4.78791 -.00744
131 II 3,'3430 -. 10013 '.l0391 -.0074'
I1I li 3.44570 -.1614' '.09110 -. 00744
131 13 3.45314 -.l8000 3.40137 -.007'4
131 5' 3.'6134 -.46643 .70891 -. 0074'131 55 3.46539 -. 75039 6.03615 .03611
531 16 3.40959 -1.1697 1.31671 .0318
131 17 3.5967'. -1.36'31 .63490 .03305

SI .J 41i.Jl Y4i,JI 25I,.) PSi Ji
141 I 0.90075 -5.00000 4.3]463 -. 007'%
145 6 0.99075 -4.50000 4.39463 -. 0074%6
141 3 1.1297% -4.00000 4,19463 -. 007'.
141 4 8.93875 -3.50000 4.,3463 -. 00744
(4l 5 6.36497 -3. 08413 4.41607 .. 0074%.
I41 6 8.33636 -a.53669 4.4340 -. 007'4'
141 7 1.07030 -1.06177 4510101 -.00744
141 0 .966637 -l,56043 4,57546 -.0074'
141 % l,95861 -1-llOOm 4.11149 -. 00741#
141 to 8.04013 -.60015 -.787,0 -. 007410
141 II 11.98174. -f10093 4.60303 -.00744
541 1& 8113014 -.1014%. 4,0901 -.007'.
141 Is3 8.4650 -. 13661I 3.'Ol'. -. 00744
I5 ' 83,510717 -.46114 1.70101 -. 007'.116 Is 11.117114 -. 70876 l.33439 .0469I
141 16 3.00043 -1.1336O 14*4946 .041400
sI41 17 3.oma'3 -1.3O180 .64773 .04,ll

"" 
I j XI Oil YII,+Is IsI,1J PuI,.Dg

lot I 8.49119 -0-00000 4.36376 -.00744
1111 1 0.4119 -4.19000 1.313711 -. 00744
l3i 3 8.49119 -4.00000 4.13370 -. 00744
1651 4 .43116 -3."60000 4.13711 -.0074'
I 0I 8 6.40741 -3.01862 4.41,10 -.0074'
list S 6 .46009 -it.93663 4.43654 -. 0074%'
lot 7 0.47018 -6.06677 4.10117 -. 0074'
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aou 0 Il,'.s3l -I.l0193 4..u7'. -. 00744
ISI 2.44%66 -. ts0061s e..S.ll .00744
161 10 8-43857 -.oasis 4.7811111 -. 00744'
M61 II 4.41010 -. 10003 4.0061' -.00744
lsi to 1.'3060 -,I.01 4..O0]00 -. 00744
IlI 13 8.43008 -. 10691 3.'006l -. 00744
Sol I'. 11.4'703 - .40649. 8.7010'. -.00744'
let II 1.'6637 -. 711474 I.O.411 -.00744

IeII 16 1.18 -1.10370 1.19890 046111
III 17 .13*O -1.30110 '.4011 .0469&

I 1 xMIJil yVIJ) 2l4..i P1,.J)
ost 1 1. 363 -5.00000 4.30117 -. 00744

!Ilet a I.089i -4.10000 4.30807 -. 00744
Sol 3 1.00O03 -4.00000 4.39887 -.00744

iei 4 1.00363 -3.10000 .380•7 -.0074'
lot 6 1.07500 -3.016O3 '4.41430 -.00744
lei 6 1.07317 -. 53696 4.4|165 -. 0074%
I61 7 1.1411 -0.06177 .50030 -. 00744
lei 5 1.0178 -1.001431 '.07300 -. 007'44q
III 5 1.3773 -1.10011 4.00380 -. 007'.
161 10 .0ill01 -.60614 .718533 -. 00744
1I6 II 1.116I -. 10003 4.10111 -.007'4
lei 1l 1.0830' -.114'. 4.0111. -.007'4
lei 13 1I.3001 -.11611 3.36078 -. 0074.
Ili I'. 1.53097 -, 8.6. 1.70016 -. 007'.
IeI Is .solll -.70071 1.0e'13 -. 00744
lot I 8.080,6 -1.1370 1.07601 .06001

Sol 17 8.18153 -l.30180 .37400 .0oIll

I 1 0II.41 Yill. l *ll.J) Pt I,)
171 I 1.7600 -S.00000 '.3910 -. 007'4
L7k a '.7600 -'.50000 '.3•1i0 -. 007'4
171 3 '.7601 -. 00000 %.39111 -. 0074%
171 ' '.47600 -. %0006 4.351ll -. 00744
171 1.47830 -3.01803 41,0l2'l -. 00744
171 a 1.4S671 -11.0305 4,46077 -. 00744
171 7 1.4071- -8.00177 '.0711 -. 007'.

171 a 1.'..10 -1.0051.3 .. ,7877 -. 0074.
171 5 1.43017 -1,100" ,5,53'. -.007'4
171 10 .'.1746 -.61015 4.78,l'9 -. 007'.4.
171 II 1.00007 -. 10003 4.60037 -.00744'.
171 It 1.i0I4 -. 4014'.' '.06585 -. 0074%
171 13 '.2III -.805 1 3.3 80l'. -. 007416

171 11 '.2111 J. 69001 -. 007'.4

171 5 1.0l01l -1.1070 5,5O58 .04694
171 37 1.6891l -1.3I1i0 .10706 .0'l65l

I J xMlil. YII.J0 ZlllO. PEI.Jl

Ili I .506M -I3.o00000 '.3110 -. 007%4
Ill a .96516 -'.0000 '.2110 -. 0074'.4
1Ol 3 .3"*s -'.0000 4.30110 -. 007.'
1 4l ' .see"8 23.0000 4.31110 -. 001740
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Iai a .56'.?74 -,.05oia %.,%los -. 00744
soa 6 .2I01 -".153606 4.440OO -. 00744
I01 7 ? 0.406 -8.06277 .50661 -,0'744
lot u sass'. -a.58110 4.171119 -.00744
lot 9 -9186 -sa...oo 4..Sis'. -.00744
lot 1b 0 .310"0 -.110611 '.7MUS, -. 007'.'
aeiI Is ,Se0 -. 10002 ',.729I -.00744.
ale It .00763 -,sea44 4.09737 -. 00744
ae 13 I ..01121 -.80091 3.30795 -. 00744'.
lat 1a 911111 -. s604t 30.68u0 -.007'.1.
ass Is .30 -.70178 1-1131 .14.0. -. 00744'.
lei to 1.0135 -1.saio0 .07113 -. 007?'4'

3ol5 I0 1.131'. -1.3810 .80033 -.007'.'

IOI ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 17 6,47 -IIlI I 1 .•illi

a9s a .406 -5,I 00000 '.,39i0 -. 00744.,
Ill 3 .0037 - .'0000 '.32011 -.00744'.
lei 3 .1'077 -4.00000 S.13011 -. 00744
ale a' .'.0s1 -3 .0000 .630011 -.00744'.
101 5 ,01U10 -3.01783 4. 1165 -.00744
I3l am .1010 -I.I36l0 4.470l0 -. 00744
lei 7 .S'.4050 -5.00177 .5O1174 -. 00744
3lo 8 .01906 -".00003 4 .7100 -. 0074'
30i l -.o00 -1..oI0016 4.11S617 -. 00744'.
19 lll I0 -. 0130 -. 1011 4.71111 -. 00744
305 5 .0890 -3.51002 4.7'05 -.00744'0
ll 1& -. 00017 -. 19144 4106O48 -. 00744
Sl 13 .40771 -5.8991 3.36707 -00744
l0i 4 -. 1700 -.411114 '..0701 -. 00744'.
401 I0 -111111 -.76870 l.0l7I0 -.007?4
Ill -. 108 -. 1070 '.7030 -. *007104
10 17 -64417 -I.30100 .ll3ss .00111

I4 I .%I)J YIIJ) Ti I .J1 P41oJ)

301 I -.04600 -'.00000 4.39933 -. 007'.'gal It ".04080 "4.110000 4.3ll33 -.00744
act 3 -. 04110 -4.00000 4.383131 - 007,4%
Not 4 -. 04860 -3.50000 4.30133 -.00744

I01 S -. 060s1 -73.01883 s. 1071 -. 0074'
Io1 5 -.000M -S103004 4.015'l -. 00744
I01 7 -. 0667 -8.10011077 4.0060 -.0074go 60 -. 070417 -i.I S1 4.6] + 7010 - 00V%%
01l 0 -- 09800 -1-10080 4.64060 -. 0071s%

.M 10 $ -,10988 --60616 4,791711 -. 00744•:
Rol 011 -. liMl -. 10093 4.76T78 -. 00744

IOI ll -. 10710 -ft 1l+ 0l -. O00741

Rol Is -.I0917 -.&*Sol I.2•4ll -. 00744
001 It# -. 01001 -.46640 8-601,1 -.00744+

1 19 -.07641 7187 Il .90,049 -.00744 +

Rol 17 .l9lll -I1,3110 .01171 .04ill
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Appendix D
DERIVATIONS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL PERTURBATION VELOCITIES

This appendix presents the derivation of the two-dimensional perturbation
velocities to be used u boundary conditions for conical flow analysis. First, the
perturbation Velocities are derived for an airfoil without sweepback. These results are
employed to determine the perturbation velocity components for an airfoil with
sweepback,

AIRFOIL WITHOUT SWEEPBACK

The small perturbation equation of velocity potential 0 for supersonic flow in
two dimensions is:

2 tan2  82 (D-)4b

2 0 822(D1

This has the general solution

-f, (z - x tan mO) + f2 (z + x tan. 0 )

where f1 and f2 are arbitrary functions.

Now consider a velocity potential

4m - V + Va(z + x tan po) (D-2)

For a - 0, u - 4'/3x - -V which is a uniform velocity V in the negative x
direction, Note that in Milne-Thommon's terminology, u1 - -8/ax 1 which is opposite
in sign to most terminologies,

For a small but non-zero ot, the velocity components are -V(I + o tan p), - Va.
Physically, this is equivalent to flow turned through an angle ot, The uniform velocity
V Is separated from the perturbed flow by a characteristic line inclined at the Mach
angle p0. Thus, the perturbation components may be written ua

u-, a tanjuo

w., aV (D-3)
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AIRFOIL WITH SWEEPBACK

Now, consider a flat plate of infinite span with sweepback as shown in Figure
D-1. The leading edge is swept back with an agle 8 between the leading edge and an
"axis parallel to the freestrearn velocity vector V. The airfoil Is at an angle of attack, a.

At point 0 on the leading edge, define two planes, OAB in the plane of the
alrfoil and OCD the freestreamn velcity vector V and the leading edge. From this,
draw three more planes, plane OAD through V and perpendicular to the airfoil, plane
OCB perpendicular to the leading edge, and plane ABCD perpendicular to plane OCD
and parallel to the leading edge.

A Angle AOD is the angle of attack a. Let angle BOC be called a1 .

AD: ~~tan at=•-

tan a BC

Since AD BC

tan a/tan a* a OC/OD * sin 6

u is apparent from the projection in Figure D-2

OC/OD a cos (8 - w/2) sin 8

Since a is small and tan a . a,

an a, sinfi (D-4)

The freestrearn velocity V may be resolved Into components - V cos 6 parallel
to the leading edge and V sin 8 perpendicular to the leading edge along OC. The
component parallel to the leading edge remains unchanged. The perturbation velocity
U1. based on the component V sin 8 is found by the treatment of the unswept edge

U• a aIV sin 8 tan A (D-S)

where

sin p sol(V sin 8) (D.6)
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The perturbation velocity ul, is in the direction of OC. This velocity may be
resolved into components.

z:~~u. s~:Bu~:in 6

tanu" ol (D-7)

Inaditn, I sine ioosa *(-sin 28

Sincoetnis: sni /o

I in PO si/2p
tan #A, V* coe 8 06 a oec (D-8)

becoms:,i Equation D-8 eoe

tan A cobec a ctM cte2 8) (cse /2O (D..

u1~~~~~n *8c~o ctj 0 - o2 812(.

IThoue ther anleO 28 whic b. re~ewrttn

AO~~ - -~

(coecAO- MC6)= (Ct2JA +128 Ct8+Il CtjOCta
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Note that this is identical with Equation 3-46 in the text. Thus, the
nomenclature is consixtent between the two-dimensional analysis and the analysis of
the complex perturbation velocities in conical flow. This places a physical meaning to
the geometry in the complex # plane.

Using Equation D-12, Equation D-1I becomes:

u1 .1 .V tan p0 couec 5 cosec X (D-13)

Thus, the perturbation components of Equation D-? may be written

u0 n uV tai p come X,

v0 n aV tan # cot 6 cosec X (D-14)

From the two-dimensional analysis, the vertical component may be written as:

wo CfV (D-I 5)
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•. •'NOMENCLATURE

A Area
Ao/Ac Inlet mans capture area ratio

a Speed of sound
a Real part of P,

b Imaginary part of P,
C Constant

SCDA Coefficient of additive drag

SD Drag force

E# ' Complete elliptic integral of the second kind of modulus k'
F Force

Stream thrust = AV + A(p - pc)
S Acceleration of gravity

h Height

K' Complete elliptic integral of the flirt kind of modulus k'

L Length dimension

R Length dimension

Li Length of Inlet ramp from leading edge to cowl (Figure 50)

Ls Length of inlet sidewall from cowl (Figure 50)

LOA Identification of airfoil shape: 'one leading edge outside the Mach cone,
one axial edge

Lo Lo Identification of airfoil shape: two leading edges, both outside the Mach cone
LOT, Identification of airfoil shape: one leading edge outside the Mach cone,

one trailing edge Inside the Mach cone

M Mach number

A Mau flow rtte

p Pressure

Spt2/Pt. Inlet total pressure recovery
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q Dynamic presure

R Tehaplyglin transformation = ' r

R Gas constant

RI Radius

R2 V/f tan2 t - z`
r Radius

S Dependent variable of small perturbation equation

a Transformed coordinate in physical plane

T Temperature

U0  Freestream velocity

U Complex perturbation velocity

u Normalzod perturbation velocity

V Velocity

Y Complex perturbation velocity

v Normalized perturbation velocity

W Width of inlet

W Complex perturbation velocity

w Normalized perturbation velocity

wv Weight flow rate

X Substitution variable u ix tan

x Linear dimension

y Unear dimension

z Unear dimension

a Deflection anile

Ratio of specific heat.

8 Leading edge angle
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a,,'q Busemann's complex variable w ' +x tan + R2

Sweepback angle I *w - 61

0 Angle

, Angle (coo X tan ja cot 8)

$A Mach angle w sin'i1 0 /M)

P Transformed complex coordinate .

Sideplate angle (Figure 12)
W Constant w 3.1416

P Density

A Velocity potential

1, 02 Angles (Figure 36)

X Substitution variable = log tan 1/2w

Inlet rarp angle (Figure 12)

W Coordinate angle

Subscripts

L0.. o Freestream

I Cowl

a• Additive

c Cowl

d Drag

e Exit
i Internal

2 Local

n Net

OSS Sidespill

p Propulsive

ref Reference

s Surface

t Total

w Wave
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F0 reestrearn

* Sonic

Superuripts

em Two-dimensionahl analysis

* Imasinary component
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